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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ASSOCIATION UPDATES AND HIGHLIGHTS 

The April 2022 ALA Executive Board Meeting once again aligns with National Library Week, a national observance 
started by the association in 1958, a decade that had earlier been defined by some of the most egregious attempts to 
censor books and ideas the country had seen to that point. Coined the “McCarthy era” after Senator Joseph McCarthy 
who in the 1950s, led the targeting and investigation of public figures, authors, and books that, at first, contained ideas 
that were sympathetic to communist ideology, the lens would eventually widen to target themes – as well as librarians – 
that supported racial integration and civil rights activism. During McCarthy’s period of influence the Senate Government 
Committee on Operations would identity and ban thousands of books including Henry David Thoreau’s Civil 
Disobedience, and Robin Hood (for its attack on wealth hoarding); authors such as W.E.B Dubois and Langston Hughes 
would be tried for “Un-American” sentiments; and librarians like Ruth W. Brown of Bartlesville, Oklahoma Public Library 
(and later the library’s entire board) would be let go due to efforts to preserve public access to periodicals that had been 
labeled “subversive” and to desegregate library and other municipal services. 
 
Rather than stand down during this period, the American Library Association would presciently and defiantly hold its  
First Conference on Intellectual Freedom in New York City in 1952, where in contesting the notion that book selection 
should be taken away from professionally trained librarians in the name of censorship observed, “You don’t object to 
the doctor impressing his point of view upon you when he tells you that you are dangerously ill. You don’t talk about his 
‘point of view.’ Librarians should be expert or else they are not a profession.” 
 
This current quarter has been heavily concerned with increasing ALA’s capacity to advise, support, and advocate for 
libraries and library staff who are experiencing an unprecedented and prolonged period of challenge related to funding 
and staffing deficits, shifts in library service delivery and -- as if to come full circle to more a period sixty years ago – 
escalations in book censorship that by now far exceed that of the McCarthy era.  
 
Thus, while this report finds the association working to push and position its operations to ensure that this association is 
as strong as this moment demands, the highlight of this quarter will be the launch of a grassroots mobilization effort 
during National Library Week that seeks to preserve the right to read as a centerpiece of intellectual freedom as well as 
the veracity of library professionals as stewards of that right by the charge of our profession. This is a moment as critical 
as any ALA or its membership has faced. May time find us on the right side of history.   
 
Pivot Strategy Status Report 
The Pivots Strategy continues to provide an important roadmap for evolving and expanding the association’s core 
businesses. As Conferences, Membership, and Publishing navigate the downturns exacerbated by the pandemic, 
Continuing Education, Contributed Revenue, and Data, Design, and Research are already demonstrating meaningful 
potential to galvanize new members, customers, and partners. 
 
As the Continuing Education (CE) unit reports later in this document, CE has expanded the standardization efforts that 

began with the launch of the new CE Site: 
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• As of mid-December, the learning management system site has attracted almost $450k in sales for all of ALA, via 

nearly 2,000 transactions.  

• Since its launch last fall, over 10,000 customers (6,733 of these individuals are not ALA members – indicating the 

expanded reach that CE is bringing) have created accounts on the new site.  

• ALA’s eLearning stakeholders have remarked on how the site has increased efficiency, with some members of 

the customer service team calling it a “game changer.” 

• CE has further standardized its bulk purchasing process and has been able to process several bulk orders that 

span across divisions, something that had not been possible in the past. There have been approximately $42,000 

in bulk orders to date. 

• The CE Unit is now the central hub for institutional purchases of eLearning. CE has worked with state and 

institutional customers to process orders for a variety of ALA Units. Customers who previously had to work 

through multiple points of contact at ALA to make these purchases now work only through the CE unit. 

To build towards ALA’s goal of expanding its Contributed Revenue, the Development Office continues to identify, 

cultivate, and steward corporate, foundation and individual funders, process gifts, and support other ALA Units.  

• As of March 22, 2022, Contributed Income across the association was at $2,164,260, or 70% of the Pivot 

Strategy goal of $3,085,000.  

• The $2,164,260 figure does not reflect planned gifts obtained during FY22, including approximately $211,000 

reported through the FreeWill platform, which allows members of the public to name ALA as a beneficiary of 

their estate.  

• In addition, the Library Champions program is currently at its highest level in 3 years, with the addition of three 

new members since the beginning of FY22 and a 10% increase in support by OverDrive, lead Library Champion. 

• As part of its aspiration to expand its grantmaking capacity in support of libraries nationwide that do not have 

the staffing or funding to pursue professional grantmaking, ALA also gains mission-supporting contributions 

from major projects such as the $10 million grant PPO received earlier this year to support a new grantmaking 

initiative, Libraries Transforming Communities: Accessible Small and Rural Communities. Up to 600 grants, 

totaling $7.5 million, will be awarded to help libraries improve accessibility of their facilities, programming, and 

services. Participating libraries will host community conversations to better serve patrons who are disabled or 

neurodivergent. The project also contributes to the growth of ALA membership through underwriting individual 

ALA and one division memberships for 600 small and rural librarians. The overhead from that grant will support 

ALA’s diversity. Equity, and accessibility efforts.  

In building its Data, Design, and Research team which will be part of the larger Center for the Future of Libraries unit, 

ALA has welcomed two new grant funded fellows: 

• Dr. Ken Bigger most recently served as Executive Director of the Chicago Literacy Alliance (CLA), guiding the 

launches of the CLA's Equity Through Literacy Framework and Literacy Equity Initiative. He joins ALA as 

Senior Fellow in the Center for the Future of Libraries, to continue advancing programming and critical 

conversation about literacy, equity, opportunity, and the vital roles libraries play. Dr. Bigger’s appointment is 

partially underwritten by the Barbara Bush Foundation for Adult Literacy. 

• Dr. John Agada is a Professor Emeritus of Emporia State University in Kansas. He has an M.Ed. in Curriculum 

and Instruction (Ahmadu Bello University, 1981) and a Ph.D. in LIS (University of Pittsburgh, 1984). Dr. Agada 

has taught at universities in Nigeria, Emporia State University, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and 

Chicago State University. His studies of inner-city communities, “at-risk” students, and library users have 

been pioneering for the LIS field. He joins ALA as Senior Fellow in the Center for the Future of Libraries to 

forward his research on implications of the pandemic for the future of library and information services and 

as inaugural researcher in the newly formed Institute for the Study of Race in Libraries and Information 

technologies.  

https://www.ala.org/tools/librariestransform/libraries-transforming-communities/access/rfp
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Office for Intellectual Freedom Activity 

As their report indicates, the Office for Intellectual Freedom continues to collaborate with librarians, trustees, and 

members of the public to address organized campaigns to ban books in schools and libraries across the United States 

• In 2021, the Office for Intellectual Freedom received 729 unique challenge reports asking for the removal or 

restriction of 1597 books. We anticipate that this high volume of challenges will continue in 2022. 

• OIF received 225 unique challenge reports during this quarter and provided direct support in 169 cases. 

Notable Challenges: 

o Llano County Public Library (TX) Since November 2021, an advocacy group has sought to remove a 

number of books, children's titles, including It's Perfectly Normal, In the Night Kitchen, I Need a New 

Butt!, Freddie the Farting Snowman, Gender Queer: A Memoir, and Lawn Boy.  The county 

commissioners ordered a three-day shut down of the library to review all children's books and pull those 

deemed "pornographic," ended use of consortium e-books, and appointed a new board to assure that 

children could not access "inappropriate" content. The head librarian at the system's Kingsland branch 

was fired this month after refusing to remove books at the direction of the county commissioners.  

o The Wicomico County Public Schools (MD):  summarily removed George M. Johnson's All Boys Aren't 

Blue after a campaign initiated by a conservative advocacy group seeking to remove " propaganda, 

identity politics, and extreme socialism" from local schools.  

o Spanish Fort Public Library (AL): The Spanish Fort City Council, which also serves as the Spanish Fort 

Public Library Board, is considering a challenge to Mr. Watson's Chickens, a children's picture book, 

because the book features characters who are a same-sex couple. 

• OIF staff also spoke about the organized campaigns to ban books addressing the lives and experiences of 

Black and LGBTQIA persons on local and national media outlets, including the New York Times, the 

Washington Post, NPR, NBC, CNN, USA Today, and other media outlets.  

• OIF continues to work in partnership with the Public Policy & Advocacy Office to assist state chapters 

addressing adverse state legislation, advising on substantive legal issues, and assisting with advocacy. 

• OIF and PPA's State and Local Advocacy Office have partnered to work with ALA's senior management, its 

Rapid Response Team to create and launch a national grassroots campaign: Unite Against Book bans 

(https://uniteagainstbookbans.org/) to disrupt and defeat censorship efforts across the country. The 

campaign will launch during National Library Week. 

Public Policy and Advocacy 
Public Policy and Advocacy (PPA) continues its efforts to gain support for key legislation related to libraries. Among the 
items on which PPA is providing updates include: 

• Library Funding: The $1.5 trillion Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 funding package signed by President Biden brought 

the annual appropriations cycle (on pause since October 1) to a disappointing close. A final budget 

agreement between the administration and House and Senate leadership resulted in funding for many 

library programs (and most domestic programs) significantly below levels originally proposed by Congress 

(see ALA’s FY 2022 federal funding for libraries chart). 

• E-books: Eight states have active legislation or definitive efforts to improve digital book access for libraries. 
Most prominent is Maryland, having enacted legislation and a law that is preliminarily enjoined by the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Maryland. Federal Judge Deborah L. Boardman approved the motion for a 
preliminary injunction on Maryland’s law on February 16. Hence, the Maryland law is now suspended, 
pending further action by the court. The other currently engaged states are Connecticut, Illinois, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, Rhode Island, and Tennessee. In terms of awareness, education, and 
the visibility and reputation, the various state actions have been quite favorable for libraries. PPA is 

https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/03/disheartened-mixed-fy-2022-budget-outcomes-ala-predicts-hard-fight-fy-2023
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/advleg/pdfs/Funding_Chart_FY2022_Final.pdf
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-upholds-maryland-e-books-law-and-state-s-defense-federal-district-court
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/12/31/business/libraries-demand-new-deal-ebooks/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/88515-tennessee-missouri-introduce-library-e-book-bills-illinois-bill-advances.html
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/88515-tennessee-missouri-introduce-library-e-book-bills-illinois-bill-advances.html
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developing recommendations and guidance to aid state efforts, especially looking ahead to the 2023 
legislative sessions. 

• Digital equity: PPA has worked with coalition partners to ensure libraries are at the decision-making table 

when it comes to policymakers’ continued efforts to bridge the digital divide: 

o ALA and ATALM praised the FCC’s unanimous vote to update the definition of “library” to clarify that 

tribal libraries are fully eligible for the federal E-rate program (press release). The decision is the 

result of nearly a decade of advocacy to change the policy. 

o PPA issued a white paper, “Keeping Communities Connected: Library Broadband Service During the 

COVID-19 Pandemic,” focusing on how libraries provided internet and technology access to those 

who would otherwise lacked it. The report useful as a resource for the community practitioner to 

provide ideas for improving library services and for advocates to showcase how libraries leveraged 

federal funds to bolster internet access during a pandemic—whether to advocate for further 

funding or to explain the effective use of federal funds by libraries. 

 
Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Social Justice Inventory and Planning 

Earlier this year, Council approved ALA’s  adoption of the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Scorecard for Library and 
Information Organizations created by the Committee on Diversity and Office for Diversity, Literacy and Outreach 
Services, namely its five suggested scorecard measures: 

a. Embeddedness of EDI into the Culture and Climate of the Organization: Integration of equity, diversity, 
and inclusion into the organization which ensures that EDI is a priority; 

b. Training and Education: The organization provides training that keeps staff current on topics related to 
racism and on ways to assess the organization’s current racial climate to create a more equitable 
workplace; 

c. Recruitment, Hiring, Retention, and Promotion: Effectiveness in reaching out to candidates of color for 
recruitment and in hiring them. Examining the consistency of retention and promotion of persons of 
color;  

d. Budget Priorities for DEI: Funding that demonstrates investment in diversity, equity, and inclusion in the 
organization and community, including staff, collections, programs, and services; and 

e. Data Practices: Plans and procedures for acquiring or collecting, analyzing, disseminating, and applying 
data to monitor and achieve organizational DEI goals and objectives. 
 

The implementation of this framework across ALA administrative and operational systems by the third quarter of this 
year will yield the following intended outputs and outcomes. Progress will be assessed at the end of both FY22 and FY23. 
 

• Among the tactics that will evidence the embeddedness of “equity, diversity, and inclusion into the 
organization” will be working with the Office of Accreditation, the Committee on Accreditation, and 
Executive Board leadership to introduce EDI as one of the metrics in the accreditation review process by the 
end of FY23. 

• ALA will also adopt a maximum three-year cycle for comprehensive EDI training and education for all staff. 
These training and professional development opportunities will reflect on the range of diversity including 
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, disability status, age, religious belief, class, as well as issues and 
contexts that explore the intersectionality of personal and group identity. This three-year comprehensive 
staff training and education cycle will begin in FY 2022 with the Disability Inclusion Institute trainings which 
aim to increase knowledge on disability rights and etiquette, as well as best practices for enhancing the 
accessibility of our digital and event offerings. All ALA staff will be required to take this training. 

• In alignment with its commitment to “identifying and implementing strategies that will strengthen equitable 
and inclusive hiring practices” ALA will i) work to increase the inclusion of BIPOC and/or individuals with 
disabilities in the candidate pool for posted ALA positions; and ii) by the end of FY2023, launch a one-year 

https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/01/ala-atalm-hail-fcc-s-unanimous-decision-expand-e-rate-eligibility-tribal#:~:text=WASHINGTON%E2%80%93The%20American%20Library%20Association,service%20School%20and%20Libraries%20Program.
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/2021%20EQUITY%20SCORECARD%20FOR%20LIBRARY%20AND%20INFORMATION%20ORGANIZATIONS.pdf
https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/2021%20EQUITY%20SCORECARD%20FOR%20LIBRARY%20AND%20INFORMATION%20ORGANIZATIONS.pdf
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residency program to serve as a career accelerator and ALA workforce pipeline for early to mid-career LIS 
and association  professionals interested in LIS and/or association management. 

• As part of ALA’s quest to expand its internal data practices and to serve as a data clearinghouse for the field, 
ALA will launch the Institute for the Study of Race in Libraries and Information Technologies as part of the 
Center for the Future of Libraries in FY22. The work of the R-LIT will be carried out by a designated Center 
scholar. With funding from the Mellon Foundation, Dr. John Agada, widely respected and cited for his 
hallmark work on information gatekeeping in communities of color will inaugurate this position with a one-
year appointment beginning in late Spring. R-LIT will launch as a three-year initiative with the commitment 
to continue its operation through FY25. A post-evaluation process will inform the decision to continue 
and/or reconceive the institute’s operation.  

  

Accreditation Survey 

Per the commission of ALA Executive Board, the Office for Accreditation, and an assigned Accreditation Working Group 
began a working report intended to outline steps to making the accreditation process more efficient and impactful at 
the Annual Conference board meeting. Among the recommendations yielded by that midterm report was, “the 
establishment of a new commission within ALA with independent governance and membership procedures, supported by 
a coalition of relevant professional associations.” Earlier this year, that work evolved with the Board’s  vote to introduce 
EDI as one of the metrics in the accreditation review process by the end of FY23. The Office for Accreditation, the 
Committee on Accreditation, Executive Board  and member leadership are currently working together to accomplish this 
priority.  
 

Conclusion 

The activities and achievements summarized here are just a brief summation of the far more detailed report. That report 

itself, though much more robust, is again only illustrative of the dynamic work being carried out by the hundreds of staff 

and thousands of members who dedicate themselves to the preservation of our nation’s libraries and the agency of the 

communities they serve to use them actively and freely. To continue this work, we must prioritize the growth of our 

membership and stakeholding base and the financial and operational efficiency of this association, which at times of 

greatest need and when working together, has shown itself to be one of this country’s most formidable stewards of 

information equity and access. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-agada-2445725a/details/experience/
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REPORTS OF ALA UNITS  

Page Unit 

7 American Association of School Librarians 

9 Association of College and Research Libraries 

11 Association For Library Service to Children  

15 Chapter Relations Office 

17 Choice  

18 Communications And Marketing Office             

23 Conference Services 

26 Continuing Education 

28 Core 

31 Development 

33 Finance  

35 Governance Office  

37 Information Technology  

38 International Relations Office 

41 Member Relations & Services 

45 Office for Accreditation 

46 Office for Diversity, Literacy And Outreach Services 

50 Office of Human Resource Development and Recruitment  

51 Office for Intellectual Freedom 

54 Public Policy and Advocacy  

57 Public Programs Office 

60 Publishing  

65 Reference And User Services Association  

68 United for Libraries 

73 Young Adult Library Services Association 
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 

Unit Manager: Sylvia Knight Norton, AASL Executive Director 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense YTD through Q1:  Revenue - $1,103,960;  Expense - $880,873  

• Actual revenue and expense YTD through Q1:  Revenue - $796,515; Expense - $880,873 (includes Overhead 

budgeted $261,232; actual $178,760)    

# of Staff: 4 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Membership numbers are unavailable for the second quarter, but in the November report the number of AASL members 

was holding steady with FY22 a very slight 0.55 increase over FY21.  Two hundred and twenty-two new members 

received emails.  Emails were sent to 175 reinstated members. In addition to revising the process and text of 

communication to lapsed members, AASL is focused on showing the value of AASL for AASL Chapters.  The 48 chapters 

are predominantly independent of the state library association that is designated as an ALA Chapter with the benefits 

and representation in ALA.  Established more than three decades ago, the AASL Affiliate Assembly has restructured in 

the last year and half and renamed as the AASL Chapter Assembly.  This grassroot group of state school library 

associations (or sections of state library associations) now meets more frequently to share their state activities and 

discuss issues or items that may then be forwarded to the AASL Board of Directors for any action.  Response from a 

survey to AASL Chapters in the fall of 2021 had 38 AASL Chapters held a total of approximately 16,500 members.   AASL 

is strategizing how to strengthen the messaging to state AASL Chapter members on the value of adding a national 

membership and encourage membership in AASL. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

At the close of the second quarter, it is often difficult for AASL members to focus beyond the increasing attacks on their 

profession through book challenges and numerous state AASL’s support for members and school librarians across the 

country who are facing book challenges for testifying before legislative committees about proposed education 

regulations in their state.  AASL members are standing up for their values and calmly explaining the process to 

reconsider a challenged book.  Committee and board meetings were often extended to share stories and support 

colleagues and offer solace for those who earlier that day had been call names while testifying.  The AASL President has 

been a spokesperson on podcasts, television news programs and responded to numerous interviews by journalists.   

The nightly news contains stories about this time as the “great resignation” and educators are among them.  In a recent 

poll the NEA found that 55% of educators said the pandemic has made them more likely to leave the teaching profession 

earlier than planned. The percentage was even greater among Black and Latinx teachers, 62% and 59% respectively. The 

high percentages impact current membership, challenge efforts for a diverse profession, and leave concerns for the 

future.   School districts that have long supported school librarian positions and even those with competitive salaries and 

working conditions are reporting vacancies they can’t fill.  Educators of school librarians question the number of 

students who will pursue a profession where positions are often on the cutting block, and now the attacks on school 

librarians have added stress.  there is added stress.   

# of Members:  5477 

ALL: AASL Learning Library  459 active users (207 non-members) 

Scheduled emails --   
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School Library Smartbrief (weekly): December: 4,469, January: 4,402, February: 6,182 

Mailing Sent To Opened Clicks 

AASL Digest - December 2021          4,107  1,276 142 

AASL Digest - February 2022          4,102  1,836 148 

AASL Digest - January 2022          4,061  1,671 145 

AASL Friday Forecast | December 3, 2021          3,635  1,302 55 

AASL Friday Forecast | December 10, 2021          3,662  1,416 55 

AASL Friday Forecast | December 17, 2021          3,677  1,473 54 

AASL Friday Forecast | January 7, 2022          3,609  1,340 27 

AASL Friday Forecast | January 14, 2022          3,639  1,326 38 

AASL Friday Forecast | January 21, 2022          3,665  1,528 37 

AASL Friday Forecast | January 28, 2022          3,701  1,507 50 

AASL Friday Forecast | February 4, 2022          3,643  1,562 52 

AASL Friday Forecast | February 11, 2022          3,659  1,480 35 

AASL Friday Forecast | February 18, 2022          3,668  1,519 28 

AASL Friday Forecast | February 25, 2022          3,694  1,531 54 

 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

AASL regularly posts to social media via Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Pinterest for a 56,942 total audience 

across platforms.  Regularly scheduled emails are sent monthly and weekly to communicate the work of the association.  

The AASL website during Q2 had 70,508 views, with 104,040 views of the Knowledge Quest blogs, 534 views of the ESSA 

website and 40,102 of the AASL Standards portal.  Additionally, AASL leaders are presenting to AASL Chapters and other 

organizations.  The AASL Executive Director regularly attends meetings with other educational organization staff who 

partner through the Media Literacy Alliance and other opportunities for collaboration. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

AASL continues to receive positive feedback about the impact of the AASL Town Halls: Leading Learning. School 

librarians are often working solo and AASL’s ability to bring the school librarian community has been noticed by member 

leaders, members, and others.  What began in March 2020 as weekly gatherings via Zoom for the school librarian 

community to connect and support each other in those uncertain times have become much anticipated monthly events 

around a central theme facilitated by the AASL President. School librarians across the country join their peers and 

participate in open conversation focused on leading learning in their school community. Participants share 

successes, solicit ideas, and strategize the best ways to meet the needs of school librarians and their learners. At the 

AASL Town Hall in December, more than 650 school librarians joined AASL President Jennisen Lucas and OIF’s Kristen 

Pekoll to discuss the rise in book challenges.   In January participants looked ahead to 2022 and shared their ideas for 

how school librarians could bring new opportunities to their learners.  Too offset the stress of the times in February, the 

AASL Townhttps://aasl.digitellinc.com/aasl/sessions/4950/view Hall used Valentine’s Day for school librarians to share 

https://www.ala.org/aasl/about/townhall
https://aasl.digitellinc.com/aasl/sessions/4944/view
https://aasl.digitellinc.com/aasl/sessions/4949/view
https://aasl.digitellinc.com/aasl/sessions/4950/view
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their love for the profession.  It was a tribute to the dedicated school librarians who show their devotion by volunteering 

for their national association and getting involved and how sharing that passion brings benefits to all.  As was said, “It's 

all about love – love of our learners, love of the profession, and love for the association.” 

 Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

Through the generous donation of a member, AASL is able to attend the conferences for other national education 

organizations and purchase an exhibit booth.  Staffed by the AASL Executive Director and AASL member leaders, the 

conferences provide an opportunity to  with decisionmakers such as school administrators and develop potential 

collaborations with other educators.   This work will be enhanced by the launch of the second cohort of the AASL School 

Leader Collaborative, a two-year initiative with school principals and superintendents selected from nominations by 

their school librarian.   

 

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES  

Unit Manager: Jay Malone 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense – FY22 Budget: Revenue $2,211,555 |Expenses $2,948,895 | Net ($737,340) 

• Actual revenue and expense – Q1 Performance Reports: Revenue $466,559 (11% ahead of budget)| Expenses 

$376,739 (41% better than budget) 

# of Staff: 13 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Work continued in Q2 on the division’s pivot strategy goals of rebuilding individual membership to the April 2020 level 

of 9,500 members and increasing organizational membership from the April 2020 level of 605 to 700 by the end of FY22. 

Staff continued using webcast and other event registration/sign-up email lists in newsletter and marketing distribution 

this quarter, including non-member attendees. Sending email messages about ACRL activities helps keep non-members 

engaged in the association and will, it is hoped, drive future membership. ACRL Associate Director Mary Jane Petrowski 

is serving on the ALA Membership Cross Functional Team to increase collaboration on membership initiatives across the 

association. 

As of the November 2021 official count, individual ACRL membership stands at 8,102 and organizational membership 

stands at 509. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

In its February 2022 Trends Report, The Chronicle of Higher Education identified several issues facing higher education in 

the current moment. The report cites difficulties in recruitment at institutions in politically conservative states, the 

dwindling number of Hispanic students on campuses, changes in the tenure system, and changes in campus building 

use, among others, as major topics expected to impact the higher education landscape over the next year. Shifting 

responses to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic continue to affect the day-to-day environment on campus as well. 

To help academic libraries as they respond to these and other trends influencing their campuses, ACRL Consulting 

Services launched Facilitated Support for Library Leaders in January 2022. The highly customizable virtual sessions are 

designed to help library leaders meet the challenges of navigating an ever-shifting higher education landscape by 

providing an external sounding board to aid in decision making. The service can help libraries deal with the changes and 

https://www.chronicle.com/package/the-trends-report-2022
https://www.ala.org/acrl/protools/consulting/projects/facilitative
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pressures in libraries and higher education from the ongoing pandemic, hybrid in-person and online working 

environments, and the pressing need to create more equitable, inclusive, and supportive workplaces. 

Issues of equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI) continue to make a major mark on libraries and the higher education 

community. Acting on its Core Commitment to EDI, ACRL joined with ALA in February to issue a joint statement in 

support of HBCUs after a series of bomb threats. The statement reads in part that “We especially wish to reach out to 

our library colleagues whose libraries anchor these important institutions. We lament that racism and the threat of 

violence continue to plague our colleagues in higher education, places where students, faculty, and workers come to 

learn and expand understanding.” 

ACRL continued to make an impact on the ongoing conversations around copyright, fair use, and open access by joining 

13 other members of the Open Access Working Group (representing national and regional library, publishing, funding, 

research and advocacy organizations) in applauding the ratification of UNESCO’s Recommendation on Open Science. The 

division also joined amicus briefs on court cases challenges Section 1201 of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act as an 

unconstitutional restraint on fair use and affirming that security research is a fair use. 

ACRL staff continue to monitor the higher education and academic library landscape and adapt/develop new programs 

and services to help the academic library community in addressing these issues. Work is also ongoing on several 

additional projects, including reevaluating the ACRL awards program through the dual lens of sustainability and equity 

and membership recruitment and retention initiatives. 

# of Members: 8,629 (November 2021 official count) 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

- Paid online learning attendance: 99 individuals and 5 groups 

- Newsletter total opens: 128,055 

- Print and ebooks sold/distributed: 1,339 

- Journal website total views (C&RL, C&RL News, RBM): 589,599 

- ACRL website total visits: 193,284 

- Facebook: 53,437 impressions; 1,873 engagements 

- Instagram: 8,998 impressions; 589 engagements 

- Twitter: 103,303 impressions; 2,619 engagements 

- YouTube: 9,074 views; 1,382 hours of watch time 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Although there has been a decline in overall ACRL membership over the past year, there has been high engagement 

across ACRL’s online platforms and events. 

- ACRL’s Online Learning program offered two live webcasts and one online course during this report period. 99 

individuals and 5 groups participated in e-learning focusing on high impact practices and leadership and 

management. Upcoming topics include ethnic studies in academic and research libraries, change management, 

critical information literacy instruction, scholarly communication, and universal design. ACRL is also partnering 

with Core to offer an online learning webinar on cognitive load and instructional design next month. 

- Four new ACRL books were published during Q2 of FY22 and were promoted for purchase to members and 

other stakeholders. 808 print and individual-use ebooks were sold, along with 531 institutional ebook copies via 

distributors. 

- Twitter impressions were up 2.5% and engagements were up 5.8% from Q1. YouTube views were up 7% and 

hours of watch time up 10% from Q1. Both Facebook and Instagram impressions and engagements were down 

for the quarter, most likely due to the smaller amount of content posted during the December holidays. Total 

newsletter opens were up 35% from Q1. 

https://www.ala.org/acrl/aboutacrl/strategicplan/stratplan
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-acrl-issue-joint-statement-support-hbcus-after-recent-bomb-threats
https://www.chronicle.com/article/youre-not-safe-as-a-black-person-new-round-of-bomb-threats-rattles-hbcus
https://www.ala.org/acrl/issues/acrlspeaksout
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Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

ACRL Membership Funding for BIPOC Library Workers 

During these unprecedented times since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, heightened social awareness of systemic 

racism, oppression, and institutional violence, and economic recession – all of which disproportionately impact 

communities of color– the ACRL Board of Directors has approved funding for one year of ALA and ACRL membership for 

up to 25 library workers who identify as Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC). This membership amounts to an 

annual savings ranging from $123 to $219 per membership for the recipient. Funding for the BIPOC memberships will be 

provided for one year (July 2022-June 2023). Learn more on ACRL Insider. 

RBMS 2022 Conference Moves to Virtual-Only Format 

After careful consideration, the RBMS 2022 Conference: What Now? Reflection, Reckoning, and Recovery will shift to a 

virtual-only event held June 21 – 24, 2022. This very difficult decision was made by RBMS and ACRL leadership based on 

several factors that made the in-person portion of the conference inadvisable. While there is a great deal of interest in 

RBMS 2022 in general, the results of a recent attendee survey, along with proposal submission data, show a significant 

preference for virtual-only participation. Attendee comfort level, convenience, and budget also played a role in reaching 

the decision to move to a virtual-only conference this year. While RBMS had a plan in place to present the 2022 

conference as a hybrid event, the decision to move to a virtual-only model was made in the best interest of the overall 

attendee experience and sustainability of the event. More details are on ACRL Insider. 

Choice Outstanding Academic Titles of 2021 

The Choice Outstanding Academic Titles (OAT) list for 2021 was announced in December 2021. This prestigious list 

reflects the best scholarly titles reviewed by Choice during the previous calendar year, as chosen by the editors. While 

the Outstanding Academic Titles list in its entirety is only available to Choice magazine and Choice Reviews subscribers, 

curated mini-lists continue to be available to non-subscribers via weekly enewsletter and also on the Choice360.org 

website. Learn more at https://www.choice360.org/choice-pick/choice-outstanding-academic-titles/. 

Companion Document to the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education: Sociology 

The ACRL Board of Directors approved a new Companion Document to the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy for 

Higher Education: Sociology (PDF) at its January 27, 2022, virtual meeting.  

ALA/ARL Draft Cultural Proficiencies for Racial Equity Framework 

The Joint ALA/ARL Building Cultural Proficiencies for Racial Equity Framework Task Force collected feedback from the 

library community on the initial draft Cultural Proficiencies for Racial Equity Framework this quarter. Complete details 

are available on ACRL Insider. 

 

ASSOCIATION FOR LIBRARY SERVICE TO CHILDREN  

Unit Manager: Alena Rivers – Interim Executive Director 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense: $240,633/$239,469 

• Actual revenue and expense $250,305/$138,780    

# of Staff: 5.5 and 1 shared position 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

ALSC has continued to consider activities as they relate to the three Pivot Strategy Aligned Unit Goals. Activities are 

assessed to ensure maximum impact and alignment with the Pivot Strategy goals.  

https://acrl.ala.org/acrlinsider/acrl-membership-funding-for-bipoc-library-workers-2/
https://acrl.ala.org/acrlinsider/rbms-2022-conference-moves-to-virtual-only-format/
https://www.choice360.org/choice-pick/choice-outstanding-academic-titles/
https://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/standards/framework_companion_sociology.pdf
https://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/standards/framework_companion_sociology.pdf
https://acrl.ala.org/acrlinsider/ala-arl-seek-feedback-on-draft-cultural-proficiencies-for-racial-equity-framework/
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• Evaluate and ideate new opportunities within the continuing education portfolio to increase member value and 

to increase customer base in FY22.  

ALSC continues to consider ways to expand on existing and successful continuing education programs, such as 

the Bill Morris Book Evaluation seminar and the new one-day virtual spring conference, into revenue generating 

streams that will attract new members and provide new opportunities for existing members. The CE strategy 

also includes conducting an ALSC CE Needs Assessment, revisioning the CE website with an emphasis on 

articulating member benefits, integrating ALSC Core Competencies into CE/PD descriptions, leading to building a 

Competencies revenue stream, and curating CE programming for 1-2 new audiences to expand the ALSC brand. 

• Implement strategies and resources that clearly articulate the value of ALSC and ALA membership resulting in an 

increase of ALSC’s membership by 2% by end of FY22. 

Strategies to distinguish our member areas of recruitment, engagement, and retention are being evaluated in 

conjunction with the products and services that ALSC provides to support each phase of membership.  

• Develop a content strategy to maximize the monetization of at least three new publication and product lines to 

at least 1-2 new audiences/markets while simultaneously building awareness of the ALSC brand by end of FY22. 

In January 2021, the ASLC Board approved the recommendations of the Diversifying Revenue Streams Task 

Force that focus on high value, high interest, proprietary content, and create an entrepreneurial culture among 

members and committees. A working group has been formed to further develop and prioritize the work of the 

task force. Of note, ALA Editions and ALSC are partnering on a publication honoring the Newbery award. ALSC 

will also identify new areas to expand Día product lines. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Many discussion topics that ALSC has engaged in or addressed with our membership over the last several quarters 

remain prominent, and newer issues focused on Critical Race Theory, anti-trans legislation, recent world events and, 

youth and family trauma have moved to the forefront.   

• Critical Race Theory and Book Challenges – ALSC’s Intellectual Freedom committee has used the ALSC blog 

to identify the issues and share resources to support libraries as they navigate a new and growing concern 

that is largely impacting children’s access to diverse books. The ALSC Intellectual Freedom committee 

continues to amplify the work of ALA’s Intellectual Freedom committee and expand on it to address the 

specific needs and concerns of youth library workers. In March the ALSC IF committee hosted the 

Intellectual Freedom and Youth Services Community Forum for ALSC members which highlighted resources 

available through ALA’s Office of Intellectual Freedom. This issue remains top of mind for ALSC members 

and ALSC is working to find ways to be of support to libraries.  

• Anti-trans Legislation - There have been more libraries and communities struggling with the increases in 

anti-trans legislation, including but not limited to the classification in Texas of gender-affirming care for 

children and child abuse. Similarly, Florida's "Don't Say Gay" bill and the traumatic erasure of opportunities 

for kids (and others) to see themselves and to better understand themselves. There are also the intellectual 

freedom concerns associated with large parts of this legislation, including current ID SB-666, which would 

allow prosecution of librarians based on what materials they make available to their communities. 

• Recent World Events - In parts of the country we are seeing repercussions from recent world events, 

including an influx of Afghan refugees in urgent need of housing and resources as they resettle in our 

communities and initial governmental supports elapse. We are also seeing communities impacted and 

traumatized by the Russian invasion of Ukraine--even though Ukrainian refugees do not seem to have a 

pathway to the U.S. at this point, there are robust communities of Russian and Ukrainian immigrants 
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throughout the U.S., and they are experiencing many difficulties, including fear for family members in 

Ukraine now. We are seeing that fear of global events reflected in some of the anxieties and fears of kids in 

the library. Immigrant communities will continue to sprout across the nation because refugees/immigrants 

relocate to where there is work.  ALSC is the place where children's librarians go for information, 

professional development, and the skill set needed to serve their changing communities.   

• Youth and Family Trauma – Library professionals and their communities have experienced children losing 

family members, feeling the consequences of job loss, economic instability and food insecurity, separation 

and isolation from family and friends, and now reentry to life as we may or may not remember it. 

Additionally, our nation is experiencing political turmoil and a profound response to racial injustices that 

have received new and necessary attention. Our libraries are doing more now than ever to support their 

communities in the midst of these traumatic life changes. Library staff want to know how to identify trauma 

and provide informed resources to support children and their families as they navigate the outcomes these 

experiences have on physical and mental health. ALSC members are aware of these issues and sought 

feedback from members to develop continuing education opportunities that will help library staff provide 

trauma-informed exchanges and resources to their library communities. A blog post series on childhood 

trauma has started and the committee has moved from developing a webinar on this topic to developing a 

toolkit which is intended to be a more comprehensive resource.  

# of Members: 3,595 Members 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

126.5k - Twitter Impressions 

65,425 - Reach of Facebook posts 

29,916 - Recipients of emails 

38,860 – Users reached via ALSC Blog 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

At the close of FY21, ALSC performed ahead of budgeted dues revenue by 6%. While we expected and experienced a 

decline in overall memberships last fiscal year, the division performed better than expected in dues revenue. Compared 

to FY21, FY22 March estimates show ALSC with a 2.5% decline in overall membership. Even with this small decline, the 

division is performing right at budgeted revenue at a 0% variance. We are still navigating the impacts of the pandemic 

but are hopeful resuming in-person conferences, including ALSC’s 2022 National Institute, will keep ALSC steady and 

performing at revenue targets through the remainder of this fiscal year. 

- The annual ALA Youth Media Awards, coupled with the Newbery 100th celebration, continues to generate a lot 

of excitement. Members are likely anticipating the opportunity to celebrate in person this year at both the ALA 

Annual Conference in Washington D.C. and at the ALSC Institute in Kansas City, MO this fall.   

- 2022 Institute registration is starting off slow, with 21 individuals registered as of March 4th. Financially, this is 

still a difficult time and members are currently juggling a lot of conference registration opportunities, including 

PLA and ALA Annual. We expect these numbers to pick up once more speakers and programs are announced in 

the coming months.  

- ALSC engaged 31 paid registrants in our Building Great Teams three-part paid webinar series, which is the first 

paid series (for members and non-members) our division has hosted in over 5 years. This series brought in over 

$2,500 in CE revenue. 

- Members who have let their ALSC membership lapse in 2020 and 2021 (approx. 1,635 individuals) received two 

messages thus far this fiscal year with an ask to rejoin that highlighted conference and continuing education 
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savings. Once the final membership statistics for first two quarters are released, we should know if this outreach 

has impacted ALSC’s reinstated numbers. Regaining lapsed members will continue to be a strong focus for ALSC 

this fiscal year. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• 2022 Newbery Coffee Klatch - An informal get together of the 2022 Newbery medalist and honorees to 

celebrate their wins and the 100th anniversary of the award. 

• The Learning Beyond: 21st Century Summer and Out of School Time Programs for Youth Toolkit – The toolkit was 

developed by the Summer & Out of School Time task force and provides practical guidelines for structuring a 

summer learning program centered on equity. The task force is interested in recruiting volunteer libraries to 

implement the toolkit and offer suggestions for refinement. The toolkit comprises several sections written by 

task force members and includes a theory of change and topics such as Building Equity in Summer and Out-of-

School Time, Co-Designing Effective Programs with Your Community, Evaluating Success and, Online and Digital 

Programming. Members of the task force along with the ALSC president presented and promoted the toolkit at 

the National Summer Learning Association’s National Conference in November 2021. The task force co-chair also 

presented the toolkit at the Collaborative Summer Learning Symposium December 2, 2021.  

• Virtual Bill Morris Seminar - This year, Morris Seminar participants gathered virtually every Friday in February 

2022 to learn together about children's media evaluation techniques. Participants heard from experts in the 

field of children's media evaluation, as well as from those who have served on ALSC's media evaluation 

committees, to develop their professional evaluation skills. As we look to the future of children's media 

evaluation, including how to work collegially in a virtual environment, there is no better way to practice those 

skills than through a virtual Morris Seminar. This also served as an opportunity for those who have been unable 

to apply for the seminar in the past due to an inability to travel or lack of institutional travel support.  

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• The Newbery Practitioner’s Guide: Making the Most of the Award in Your Work - ALA Editions and ALSC are 

partnering on this practical publication that features the Newbery Award. It is an in-depth look at the Newbery 

Award, addressing its purpose and place in the history of American literature for children, including practical 

guidance for library professionals serving youth and families in the public library and school settings who use 

Newbery books in their work. The publication is available for pre-order in the ALA Store.  

• Welcoming Spaces IMLS Grant – in Fiscal Year 21, ALSC received a National Leadership Grant from IMLS in the 

area of Community Catalysts. ALSC, in collaboration with the Association of Children’s Museums (ACM) planned 

to convene a one-day National Forum attended by representatives from 12 children’s museums, 12 libraries and 

up to 24 of their partnering organizations to distill a set of best practices from their exemplary work serving 

immigrants and refugees. In response to the current situation with COVID-19, ALSC and ACM received a one-

year no cost extension to the grant to host a virtual event in 2022.  

In addition to the event, ALSC and ACM will compile the best practices resulting from the forum into a white 

paper, and broadly disseminate the best practices document to elevate these practices and encourage their 

adoption by libraries and children’s museums.  

• Día – Children’s Day/Book Day - El día de los niños/El día de los libros (Children's Day/Book Day), commonly 

known as Día, is a celebration every day of children, families, and reading that culminates yearly on April 30. The 

celebration emphasizes the importance of diverse books for children of all linguistic and cultural backgrounds. 

Free program downloads and a booklist are made available each year to support programming and events. Artist 

and children’s book illustrator Reggie Brown created artwork under the theme “Each Story Matters. Every Child 

Counts” for merchandise celebrating Día which can be purchased through ALA Graphics. 

 

https://www.alastore.ala.org/Newbery100
http://dia.ala.org/
http://dia.ala.org/content/free-program-downloads
https://alagraphics-gift-shop.myspreadshop.com/d%C3%ADa+alsc?collection=uFDJqUzmSZ
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CHAPTER RELATIONS OFFICE 

Unit Manager: Michael Dowling 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense – FY22 Budget: Revenue $5,500; Expense $138,067   

• Actual revenue and expense – FY22 Budget: Revenue $0; Expense $129,567 

# of Staff: 1.5 (currently .5 as in process of hiring new Program Manager) 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Continuing Education  
- Contributed Revenue 
- Membership  

 
Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Membership 

In early January, CRO successfully reached out to 60 student chapter faculty liaisons and student leaders to promote the 

joint-student membership program to new students starting in winter/spring semester.  CRO’s timing was intended to 

allow students to take advantage of the joint memberships in order to attend LibLearnX. PPA staff assisted with 

processing of monthly joint-student memberships while CRO works to fill its vacant program officer position. 

Intensified efforts to expand the number of joint-student members are working. The percentage of student members 

increased from 58% to 61% this quarter. CRO’s target is still to increase joint-student membership by 3% by end of FY22 

Along with MRS, CRO met with leaders of the District of Columbia Library Association to begin discussions on piloting a 

new combined membership offer. Once an agreement is reached, CRO hopes to start promoting soon. 

Continuing Education 

In January CRO provided the Orientation for New Chapter Leaders and Orientation for New Chapter Councilors. 

Orientation for New Chapter Leaders provided an introduction to the ALA Chapter partnership to thirty newer Chapter 

leaders.  

Contributed Revenue 

This quarter, CRO supported the remaining 34 ALA Covid Library Relief Fund grantees as most finished up their grants at 

the end of 2021 and provided final reports in January.  A few grantees were given extensions due to challenges acquiring 

resources or delays in hiring staff. These will finish up in spring/early summer. With news of additional funding from one 

of the original funders, CRO Began preparations for the 2022 ALA Covid Library Relief Fund effort which will provide 

$1.55M in grants of $20k to public, school, academic, tribal, and correctional libraries. Applications opened March 16. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Ongoing and growing concern over censorship challenges and related legislative bills across the country.   

• The need to for greater CRO coordination and collaboration with OIF and PPA. 

• New Covid Library Relief Fund grant announcement has been an opportunity to again highlight how ALA is 

directly helping libraries across the country (and U.S. territories) 

• There is concern about non-ALA organizations reaching out to ALA Chapters to provide support that ALA is 

already providing or can provide to Chapters.   
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# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

- 700 Chapter Leaders through ALA Connect, majority of them are ALA members 

- 6,000 student members through messages forwarded by ALA Student Chapters 

- 34 ALA Covid Library Relief grant coordinators  

- 15 “Communities for Immunity” partners 

- 4 Federal agencies for collaborative programming- CFPB, SEC, FEMA, Veterans Administration 

- 5 Libraries damaged by Hurricane Ida 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

- Continued efforts to engage and assist new Chapter Leaders and Chapter Councilors to strengthen ALA Chapter 

partnerships. 

- Engaged federal agencies to discuss collaborative efforts and also to encourage their participation at ALA Annua. 

- Outreach and support to libraries impacted by disasters. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• Provided $5,000 Disaster Relief Donations to three libraries hard hit by Hurricane Ida. 

• St. Charles Parish Library suffered damage to a number of locations, with the West Regional Library being totally 

exposed as one side of the building was torn down.  St. Charles will use the donation to help replace books and 

furnishings that were lost. 

• Hurricane Ida destroyed a satellite branch and severely damaged the inside of one of the main branches of the 

Lafourche Parish Library, which included back-up servers.  As Lafourche Parish Library builds back, ALA’s 

donation is helping the library migrate its back-up system to the Cloud. 

• Flooding destroyed the Caldwell Public Library’s Children’s Room, and the library is still not habitable. The 

donation will help with computers and furnishings for the temporary spaces the library has set up to support the 

community. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• ALA Covid Library Relief Fund 2022 will go from application and intake, to review and selection of grantees 

(announcement planned for June 1) 

• Collaboration with CFPB on webinar on Public Service Loan Forgiveness directly focusing on librarians. 

• Collaboration with SEC to highlight resources for librarians to assist those interested in investing. Program will 

be held during Financial Literacy Month. 

 

 

CHOICE  

Unit Manager: Mark Cummings 

Unit Budget: 

• See ACRL    

# of Staff: 18 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Publishing 
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- Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

As a publishing unit within ACRL, Choice continues to focus on revenue growth.  Based on internal tracking systems, 

through the end of FY22Q2, we are at 95% of our full-year budget in advertising.  Subscriptions, however, are running 

10% below budget. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• As noted in previous reports, the single most significant factor in our business is the long-term decline in 

subscription revenues, with little to no prospect for the revival of our core--now legacy--products.  

• As a result, since 2015 Choice has been actively rebranding itself and remaking its content portfolio.  The 

principal growth area has been in advertising and sponsored content, which in FY23 is budgeted to rise to 

almost 80% of subscription revenue.  Thorough FY22, gross revenue from sponsored content (webinars, 

podcasts, white papers, and newsletters) is running $40,000 ahead of last year on YTD sales of $336K. 

• Allied with this has been the development of “content verticals,” featuring writings (blog posts, reading lists) 

and presentations (podcasts, webinars) on a specific topic.  The first of these, Toward Inclusive ExcellenceTM 

(TIE), our cluster of publications on racial and social justice, is a year old this week (22 March). A second 

content cluster, focusing on technology in the library, is tentatively planned for FY23. 

• Engagement through Choice360, newsletters, and social media continues very strong. We estimate our user 

population to number between 45,000-50,000 (see below). 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter:  (Est.) 45,000 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Choice engages with the academic library community through its many webinars, blog posts, podcasts, newsletters, 

social media outreach, and subscriptions to our print and digital publications.  Highlights for the fiscal year-to-date 

include: 

• Webinars: Our twenty-six (thus far) sponsored webinars have garnered almost 25,000 registrations and 10,000 

attendees. 

• Newsletters: Our ten monthly newsletters have attracted almost 21,000 registrations or 8,200 unique 

registrants during that same period 

• Podcasts: We have broadcast twenty-nine Authority File podcasts, attracting 6,900 downloads  

• Choice360.org: Our website has attracted 151,234 visitors and 305,125 page views thus far. 

• Choice Reviews: University subscriptions: 808 sites.  User sessions, 54,345.  Page views, 397,728 

• Twitter: Impressions thus far, 389,000; “followers,” 1,826. 

• TIE blogposts: 5,600 page views for its 33 posts 

• Bibliographic essays: 36,213 user sessions; 52,019 “opens” 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

In February, Toward Inclusive Excellence published an interview with Deborah Caldwell-Stone 

(https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-semester-preview-a-conversation-with-deborah-caldwell-

stone/ in which she discusses the highly coordinated efforts by groups attempting to impose their agenda on American 

schools and libraries by demanding the removal books from collections and syllabi that reflect the lived experiences of 

marginalized communities. 

Select Future Activities and Events through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-semester-preview-a-conversation-with-deborah-caldwell-stone/
https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-semester-preview-a-conversation-with-deborah-caldwell-stone/
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• Streaming now, Michelle Duffy of the University of Minnesota’s Carlson School of Management engages in a 

conversation with TIE’s editor in chief, Alexia Hudson Ward, to discuss how team members at every level can 

work to ensure healthy workplace practices.  https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-

semester-preview-maintaining-humanity-at-work-with-univ-of-minnesotas-dr-michelle-duffy/ 

• April will bring a special webinar event on Choice360, The First Wave, a panel discussion about the eponymous 

documentary examining the effects of the COVID pandemic on first responders.  Sponsored by ProQuest.  

 

 

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING OFFICE  

Unit Manager: Stephanie Hlywak  

Budget Amount (Overall Revenue/Expense): approx. $600K from general fund and grants   

# of Staff: 6 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue 

- Membership  

- Publishing 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

The Communications Cross Functional Team has split into two subteams to approach the work of 1) creating a one-ALA 

style guide, and 2) assessing communications vehicles (email marketing, for example, as well as e-newsletters, blogs, and 

other forms of digital communication). Both teams are working toward optimizing ALA’s external and member-facing 

communications to achieve our business goals. 

Goal: Ensure Conference Services meets or exceeds goal for paid conference attendance 

- CMO continues to work with CS on LLX marketing and communications strategies. 

 

Goal: Serve as business owner for Julius Jefferson’s presidential initiative around brand, with support from Membership 

and the Exec Office.  

Goal: Support new visibility campaign that positions both ALA and libraries as essential to increase awareness of ALA in 

the general public, attract new donors and supporters, and position ALA in a positive light for new and renewing 

members. This project is partially underwritten by Mellon funds. 

- The ALA Branding Workgroup selected Mission Partners as the consultant to determine feasibility of a 
campaign. The charge of the workgroup is to develop, review and recommend a new public awareness 
campaign, including investigation of a potential membership level geared toward the general 
public. We hope to have initial campaign concepts in April with final recommendations in June. 

RFP subgroup reviewed 7 strong proposals, and the group selected MP to help us test the working hypothesis is that 

library users and self-identified library lovers would be interested in a relationship with ALA. 

https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-semester-preview-maintaining-humanity-at-work-with-univ-of-minnesotas-dr-michelle-duffy/
https://www.choice360.org/tie-post/the-tie-podcast-spring-semester-preview-maintaining-humanity-at-work-with-univ-of-minnesotas-dr-michelle-duffy/
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Over the next several months, we will look at how to engage some part of the 220M library card holders in the US. 

Questions to ask and answer include: What will we call these members? What will be their rights and privileges? What 

kind of revenue will this bring to ALA? How can we scale this? 

The broad timeline for this engagement is as follows (CMO will alert the Board ahead of time to any full-group meetings 

or opportunities for deeper involvement): 

o Getting Smart and Kick Off Meeting (March) Deliverables include Development of agenda and facilitation of 
kick-off meeting, recap report, development of project plan. COMPLETE 

o Landscape Audit (March) Deliverables Include: Assessment of current materials against up to five peer set 
organizations, environmental scan of the marketplace, and presentation of initial findings  

o Strategic Visioneering Session (March-April) Deliverables include Pre-session survey, up to five pre-session in-
depth-interviews with ALA leadership or key stakeholders, session agenda, planning and facilitation of session by 
Mission Partners Founder and CEO, post-session recap report  

o ALA Executive Board Presentation (TBD) Deliverables include virtual presentation to ALA Executive Board with 
Q&A; Post-presentation feedback survey  

o Community Listening (May) Deliverables include In-Depth Interview moderator's guide, email template to 
engage survey participants, up to 10 in-depth interviews, comprehensive report of IDI findings  

o Final Recommendations + Presentation (June) Deliverables include Final campaign concept recommendations 
report; presentation to ALA Executive Board with Q&A 

 
Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• The bulk of media relations work of CMO in Q2 continues to be in response to requests regarding the 

ongoing assaults on the freedom to read in school and public libraries across the country. Deborah Caldwell-

Stone continues to serve as the chief spokesperson for ALA on this issue, and due to her extraordinary 

knowledge and excellent interview skills, she is in much demand.  

• CMO has played a significant role in ideating and developing plans for the public facing campaign in 

response to these book bans. Along with OIF, PPA, and our consultant partner Kivvit, CMO is poised to help 

launch the campaign in early April during National Library Week. 

• In addition, CMO continues to partner with Conference Services to promote Annual. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

ILoveLibraries.org: During the period from December 1, 2021, to February 28, 2022, ilovelibraries.org (ALA’s 

public facing website) netted 126,127 total page views. These were our top ten most clicked articles: 

- The Top 10 Banned and Challenged Books of 2020 
- Not a Badge of Honor: Jason Reynolds on Book Banning in Libraries 
- What It’s Like to be a Library Cat during the Pandemic 
- Take Virtual Tours of These Stunning Libraries 
- Trevor Noah Speaks Out Against Banning Books 
- Our Favorite Books About Libraries and Librarians 
- The Best Graphic Novels for Children 
- This Is Librarians on Jeopardy! 
- Five Reasons Everyone Should Have a Library Card 
- Valentines for Library Lovers 

http://ilovelibraries.org/article/top-10-banned-and-challenged-books-2020
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/not-badge-honor-jason-reynolds-book-banning-libraries
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/what-it%E2%80%99s-be-library-cat-during-pandemic
https://ilovelibraries.org/article/take-virtual-tours-these-stunning-libraries
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/trevor-noah-speaks-out-against-banning-books
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/our-favorite-books-about-libraries-and-librarians
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/best-graphic-novels-children
http://ilovelibraries.org/article/librarians-jeopardy
http://www.ilovelibraries.org/article/5-reasons-everyone-should-have-library-card
https://www.ilovelibraries.org/article/valentines-library-lovers
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Video PSAs: CMO partnerships resulted in two new video public service announcements during the last 

quarter featuring YouTube sensation Blippi and actress Isla Fisher who voices the character Maddie in the 

Netflix animated adventure, Back to the Outback. Views on Facebook and YouTube for the videos totaled 

nearly 10,000. 

    

 

Social Media Highlights: 

General 

• Impressions (+127%), engagements (+232%), and post clicks (+602%) rose dramatically on the I Love 

Libraries Facebook channel during the last quarter.  

ALA Youth Media Awards 

• Impressions for ALA and I Love Libraries social media posts promoting the ALA Youth Media Awards 

garnered more than 700,000 impressions and almost 16,000 engagements.  

• On Twitter, the ALA Youth Media Awards was a trending topic throughout the morning and the 

#ALAyma hashtag was used almost 10,000 times. In addition to the live stream on the Unikron platform, 

the announcement of the awards was viewed on YouTube and Facebook more than 16,000 times. 

 

 
 

ALA and I Love Libraries Social Media Metrics 

Social Media Channel Followers/Fans Impressions Engagements Clicks 

ALA Twitter 227,173 2,368,588 41,922 6,217 

I Love Libraries Twitter 60,845 60,868 1294 399 

ALA Facebook 211,885 1,767,532 83,884 14,993 
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Revenue Generation 

CMO continues efforts to assist revenue-generating units across the association. Staff created a landing page, emails, 

digital graphics, and social media posts for ALA’s 2021 Year-end Giving campaign helping to improve on fundraising 

results from previous years.  CMO continues to assist with email marketing efforts and execution of digital advertising 

campaigns for ALA conferences. Paid digital ads for ALA LibLearnX generated 120 conversions. Digital ads also promoted  

ALA Media Relations 

The following numbers are the approximate total articles mentioning the American Library Association (ALA) captured by 

ALA’s monitoring service Cision. Please note that the circulation rate is calculated using the number of articles/mentions 

multiplied by the monthly unique visitors for each media outlet’s website. Per the News Media Alliance (formerly the 

Newspaper Association of America), more than 1,300 daily newspapers and 5,700 weekly newspapers in the United States, 

so the following placements should be viewed as a snapshot of coverage. 

Overall Media Snapshot for Dec. 1, 2021 – Feb. 28, 2022 

- 7,712 articles/mentions  

- 7.8 billion in circulation  

- $18.4 million in publicity value   

Per Last Reporting Period ALA was Mentioned in Every State in the U.S. During this Reporting 

 
 
 
 

I Love Libraries Facebook 11,337 387,742 21,542 7,247 

ALA Instagram 67,894 379,062 20,825 1,540 

ALA LinkedIn 78,655 409,417 15,676 7,531 
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What are Reporters Saying?  

 

Coverage Highlights  
 

I Love My Librarian Awards Event, Jan. 22, 2022 

The American Library Association (ALA) announced 10 winners of the coveted I Love My Librarian Award on Jan. 10, 

2022.  ALA received hundreds of nominations that focused on librarians’ swift and effective response to the COVID-19 

pandemic, from hosting virtual programs to distributing books and technology safely to those in need. This year’s award 

recipients include three academic librarians, four public librarians and three school librarians. The media team secured 

coverage with the Associated Press and hundreds of news sites picked up the article alone. Regional coverage for 

winners was also achieved and included such headlines as:  

• Meet North Carolina’s Favorite Librarian, The Biltmore Beacon 

• WCU Librarian Wins ‘I Love My Librarian’ Award, Smokey Mountain News  

• Librarian at Eastern Correctional Institution a national award winner: One of 10 to be recognized during virtual 
award ceremony Jan. 22, Bay to Bay News  

• Gallup librarian adds award to her catalog,  Albuquerque Journal 

• Northside ISD school librarian wins national award, San Antonio Express News  

• 10 winners announced for I Love My Librarian award – FOX5 Las Vegas 
 

ALA Book Awards  

The Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction & Nonfiction were announced on Jan. 23, 2022 and were picked up by the 

Associated Press and a host of library and publishing trade publications including Publishers Weekly and American 

Libraries.  The AP article alone was picked up by hundreds of news websites.  

 
The ALA Youth Media Awards were announced on Jan. 24, 2022 and the CMO media team continues to serve as 
producer of the event, including working with ALA Award Liaisons and award committees to announce 22 award 
categories of youth and media awards. Support included coordinating virtual production efforts and working with 
webcast and AV vendors to create a virtual announcement of 2022 selections. More than 12,000 virtual viewers 
consisting of Teachers, parents, book lovers, and ALA members watched as ALA leadership announced the next classics 
in children's and young adult literature. Media team members also lead media outreach efforts and secured coverage 
from such high-level news organizations as the AP, CNN.com, NPR,  New York Times,  Washington Post, Wall Street 
Journal, Book Riot. Award announcements trended over several social media platforms with the hashtag #ALAYMA.  
 

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-health-texas-philanthropy-american-library-association-b65d49ea6cae844cac95330177908c4b
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2497006440013/meet-north-carolina-s-favorite-librarian
https://app.cision.com/#/media/outlets/1986257
https://smokymountainnews.com/lifestyle/rumble/item/32947-wcu-librarian-wins-i-love-my-librarian-award
https://baytobaynews.com/stories/librarian-at-eastern-correctional-institution-a-national-award-winner,68986
https://baytobaynews.com/stories/librarian-at-eastern-correctional-institution-a-national-award-winner,68986
https://www.abqjournal.com/2462485/gallup-librarian-adds-award-to-her-catalog-ex-director-is-one-of-10.html
https://www.expressnews.com/
https://acrosoft.co.uk/10-winners-announced-for-i-love-my-librarian-award-fox5-las-vegas/
https://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/wireStory/hanif-abdurraqib-tom-lin-receive-carnegie-literary-awards-82431201
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/awards-and-prizes/article/88357-abdurraqib-lin-win-ala-s-2022-carnegie-medals.html
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/blogs/the-scoop/2022-andrew-carnegie-medal-winners-announced/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/blogs/the-scoop/2022-andrew-carnegie-medal-winners-announced/
https://apnews.com/article/entertainment-lifestyle-newbery-medal-caldecott-medal-jason-chin-3ccddd16d2c6b7113de7959dfff322ee
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/newbery-caldecott-award-winners-american-library-association-cec/index.html
https://www.npr.org/2022/01/25/1075394582/american-library-association-children-books-newbery-caldecott
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/24/books/newbery-last-cuentista-caldecott-watercress.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/kidspost/2022/01/24/newbery-award-caldecott-award-2022/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/kidspost/2022/01/24/newbery-award-caldecott-award-2022/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/kidspost/2022/01/24/newbery-award-caldecott-award-2022/
https://bookriot.com/2022-ala-youth-media-awards/
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Uptick in Book Challenges  

During this reporting period, the majority of ALA media coverage focused a national campaign demanding the 

censorship of books and resources that mirror the lives of those who are gay, queer, or transgender, or that tell the 

stories of persons who are Black, Indigenous, or persons of color have surfaced. Attempts to stigmatize a wealth of 

diverse books in our nation’s schools, libraries, and universities and diminish our understanding of the human 

experience have been meet with opposition from library advocates and professionals.  ALA leadership with OIF and AASL 

participated in a variety of high-level and regional media including ABC News, NBC News, Publishers Weekly, The 

Guardian, NBC-Washington, also named the uptick in book challenges one of the Top 10 library issues of 2021.  

 

Upcoming Events 

- National Library Week, April 3 – 9, 2022  

- Money Smart Week, April 9 - 16, 2022  

- Preservation Week, April 24 – 30, 2022  

- Dia, April 30, 2022 

- ALA Annual, June 23 – 28, 2022  

 

CONFERENCE SERVICES 

Unit Manager: Earla Jones 

Unit Budget: 

• LLX - Budgeted Revenue/Expense: $1,232,250/$745,549 

• AC - Budgeted Revenue/Expense: $5,812,375/$5,431,892   

# of Staff: 6 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Membership  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Goal 1: Meet revenue targets for Annual Conference through expense management, sound budgeting, stronger 

communications and controls, goal setting and performance management. The areas of focus this quarter include: 

- Cross collaborations with CMO, Publishing and Membership 

- Securing facility contractual terms that protect ALA in the post-Covid landscape 

 

Goal 2: Successfully launch and reach attendance target for LibLearnX in FY22 to meet, enrich and celebrate the evolving 

needs of library professionals, attract, and retain early career and new library workers among others, and to create 

greater visibility of ALA’s assets. The areas of focus this quarter include: 

- Securing future dates and locations for 2024-2026 

- Collaborations with local constituents in San Antonio community for the kickoff year of LLX, highlighting 

emerging innovations and best practices in Texas 

https://abcnews.go.com/US/authors-color-speak-efforts-ban-books-race/story?id=81491208
https://www.nbcnews.com/nbc-out/out-news/banned-queer-books-see-sales-bump-others-quietly-disappear-rcna16859
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/88100-the-top-10-library-stories-of-2021.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jan/24/us-conservatives-campaign-books-ban-schools
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jan/24/us-conservatives-campaign-books-ban-schools
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/northern-virginia/controversial-sign-displayed-in-high-school-library-in-virginia/2975081/
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- Adjusted registration target based on evidence of member activity trends (membership renewals, 

publication sales, event registration) 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

As identified prior to the LibLearnX virtual event, the new product was greatly affected by external trends and threats. 

The continued public health crisis has impacted professional development budgets. Member awareness of the new 

event has increased but not enough to counterbalance the high rate of email opt-out from ALA communications. There 

was also the challenge of Governance protocols and how they relate to professional development (per ALA by-laws) so 

that member leaders are not required to register for ALA conferences and events. The transition from in-person to 

virtual had a negative impact on the exhibitor communities’ interest in supporting the event as well as the continued 

dynamic of virtual fatigue for members - defined as a real tiredness, worry or burnout associated with the overuse of 

virtual platforms of communication, particularly videoconferencing; also used to refer to non-Zoom video conferencing 

platforms. 

The Annual Conference continues to be primarily affected by external trends and threats. As registration launched for 

the June 2022 meeting, many of the factors identified in earlier analyses continue to hold viable and allow for pulse 

checks as we plan, implement, adjust, and reset tactics for success. Internal opportunities include directions to ALA staff 

on how to encourage member leaders to attend and promote the Annual Conference. With the lifting of the mask 

mandate and Covid protocols within Washington, DC, CS is facing many inquiries from constituents on the health and 

safety policy that is in place for the conference. 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

The following reach to members, non-members, and stakeholder between December 2021 and February 2022.  

- Dec. 2021 – Jan. 21, 2022 – LLX22 

- Feb. 2 – Feb. 25, 2022 – AC22 

- A total of 22 eblasts. 

Event marketing statistics reveal that through December 2021 – February 28, 2022, we delivered 692,310 emails. There 

were 200,898 ppl who opened and 7,607 clicked through, resulting in unique website visits.  

Approximate reach:  

There was a total of 22 eblasts  

Members: 245K – 16 eblasts 

Non-Members: 241K – 6 eblasts 

Breakdown 

Event marketing statistics reveal that through December 2021 – January 21, 2022, and using our list of approximately 

68K, we delivered 486,849 emails. There were 134,175 ppl who opened and 3,346 clicked through, resulting in unique 

LibLearnX website visits. 

*A total of 18 eblasts 

Event marketing statistics reveal that through February 2 -25, 2022 and using our list of approximately 71K, we delivered 

205,461 emails. There were 66,723 ppl who opened and 4,261 clicked through, resulting in unique Annual Conference 

website visits. 

*A total of 4 eblasts 
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Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

The marketing and promotion strategy to engage ALA members, non-members, library-public, and constituents, began 
this quarter, for the upcoming Annual Conference. The AC22 strategy is built on an onsite conference with an added 
virtual component titled the “Digital Experience”.  
 

- Combination of evolving website, segmented eblasts, social media, and member/press releases.   
- Targeted outreach to specific groups  
- Local Host Planning Committee and Promotion Partners including:  

▪ DC Public Library 
▪ District of Columbia Library Association 
▪ Delaware Library Association 
▪ Federation of Friends of the DC Public Library 
▪ Maryland Library Association  
▪ Nation of Makers 
▪ New Jersey Library Association 
▪ Pennsylvania Library Association 
▪ Virginia Library Association 
▪ West Virginia Library Association 

- State Chapter Promotion Partners correspondence from Conference Committee Chair  
- Encouraging usage of the marketing toolkit among Divisions and Offices  

 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

1. January 2022 – Produced the first LibLearnX: Library Learning Experience in a virtual format -- 

https://www.alaliblearnx.org/ 

2. February 2022 – Focused marketing began, and registration opened for the first in person ALA Annual Conference 

since 2019 -- https://2022.alaannual.org/ 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

On February 22, 2022, Conference Services launched registration, marketing, and promotion for the annual conference.  

The official dates are June 23-28, 2022. The conference will be produced in-person in Washington, DC with a target of 

7,800 registrants including the Digital Experience. Event highlights include: 

- Educational programming, created and curated by library professionals 
- News You Can Use Sessions with updates that highlight new research, innovations, and advances in libraries 
- Author speakers and featured thought leader sessions 
- The Library Marketplace with more than 550 participating exhibitors and nine LIVE Stages 
- Presidents' and Chair Programs 
- The Digital Experience with curated sessions live-streamed for registrants 
- Networking opportunities  

 

CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Revenue Stream/Division Manager: Daniel Freeman    

Unit Budget  

• (Overall Revenue/Expense): $675,989/$710,260 

# Of Staff: 2 

https://www.alaliblearnx.org/
https://2022.alaannual.org/
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Revenue Stream or Division:  

- Continuing Education 
- Membership   

 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals:  

As the CE Unit settles into its role in coordinating efforts across the association, we have continued to work with 

multiple stakeholder groups, outside partners, and trusted advisors to consolidate CE and its revenue.  

• CE has expanded the standardization efforts that began with the launch of the new CE Site: 

o We reached an agreement on standard prices for recorded webinars. 

o We have further standardized our bulk purchasing process and have been able to process several bulk 

orders that span across divisions, something that had not been possible in the past. There have been 

approximately $42,000 in bulk orders to date. 

• As of mid-December, the site has seen almost $450,000 in transactions for all of ALA, with almost 2,000 

transactions. ALA’s customer service team and eLearning stakeholders have remarked on how the site has 

increased efficiency, with some members of the customer service team calling it a “game changer.” 

• The CE Unit is now the central hub for institutional purchases of eLearning. We have worked with state and 

institutional customers to process orders for a variety of ALA Units. Customers who previously had to work 

through multiple points of contact at ALA to make these purchases now work only through the CE unit.  

• Through the work of the CE Cross-Functional Team, the eLearning stakeholder group, and the CE Unit’s staff, we 

have begun to assess content for overlap and relative value. The eLearning site gives us a clear layout of what is 

happening across the association and when, something we can now assess actively. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

To accommodate technological and organizational challenges, we had to push the eLearning site launch date back, 

which led to our schedule of events also being pushed back, and a lighter-than-usual fall schedule led to lighter-than-

usual revenue. We are starting to close this gap, and our schedule for the rest of the fiscal year is aggressive and 

compact—a challenge for staff resources but promising for generating more revenue in the remaining FY22 quarters. 

Units across ALA are seeing a slowdown in eLearning revenue. As we try to determine what may be causing this, our 

main concern is that it is the result of budget cuts due to the economic challenges of the past two years. We are actively 

looking at sales trends, response to our email marketing, and our competitors’ eLearning calendars to assess the current 

market. The standard survey feature on the eLearning site also provides us with data we can now use to help analyze 

customer satisfaction and value ratings. This data will help us more nimbly adapt to the changing market at an ALA-wide 

level.  

# Of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: Over 10,000 have created accounts on the 

new site; anecdotally, we are also aware of helpful word-of-mouth marketing from satisfied customers/registrants. 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Member engagement with the CE unit and the new site continues to be positive, and though the unit is still behind 

revenue goals, the gap from the first quarter is starting to close as follows: 

• As of the end of the second quarter, we have approximately $360,000 in sales. This puts us at roughly 60% of 

our revenue target for this quarter. At the end of the first quarter, we were at 50% of budget.  
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• Though registration and sales volume are down, the sales per event are close to their levels last year. We are 

averaging about 35 participants per webinar and 12 per eCourse. This is a positive sign, as volume will continue 

to increase in the coming months as we clear the backlog of events delayed by the launch. 

• We have a heavy and growing schedule for Quarters 2 and 3, which includes the RDA: Resource Description and 

Access Lab Series, which has been a major source of revenue in years past and should be this year as well. We 

are also working on additional RDA events to coincide with the rollout of RDA updates. 

• We have ramped up free events, doing 3 member-exclusive webinars and 2 episodes of the vendor-sponsored 

American Libraries Live during this quarter. While the member-exclusive events do not have a direct impact on 

the CE unit’s revenue, they increase engagement and help promote membership. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• We have launched the ALA Special Access series with MRS, a series of member-exclusive webinars that 

incorporate eLearning as an incentive for membership and increase the visibility of the new site. 
o On December 15th, we ran the first in what will become a series of ALA Member-Exclusive webinars, 

Censorship and Mental Health: Dealing with the Emotional Fallout of Book Challenges. We had over 500 

registrants and over 200 live attendees for this mission-focused event. This led to the creation of the 

ALA Special Access series which is designed to help incentivize membership. 

o On February 28th, we held Digitization and Copyright: Lending Digitized Content in a Controlled Manner. 

• We have been working across ALA on several training and standardization initiatives: 

o We worked with ALA roundtable liaisons on a training guide for the implementation of free webinars on 

the new LMS. 

o We worked to develop new standard practices and pricing for recorded webinars and on-demand 

content. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter 

• The third iteration of the RDA Lab Series is launching in April, and we expect it to spur several “spin-off” events 

based on audience experience and evaluation.  

• Our first eCourse-Book partnership event, Outreach Services for Underserved Teens with Jessica Snow, began in 

early March. This is our first event that bundles a physical book with a virtual course. More than 20 people 

registered for the course, and revenue will be shared between CE and ALA Editions/ALA Neal-Schuman. 

• The eLearning site is now including free roundtable events.  

o We are working on a sustainable, revenue-generating model for paid events that will leverage the 

expertise and name-recognition of the roundtables with the CE Unit’s ability to produce and market 

events efficiently. 

• In mid-March, we began promotion of LLX Rewind, a series of recordings featuring highlights from the LibLearnX 

event. This is the first product of this type, and we are hopeful that it will generate a level of revenue that will 

inspire similar events moving forward, with ALA Annual providing an ideal opportunity. 

• We are in the initial stages of developing a stacked product tentatively called the “LIS in-a-box,” that will include 

a series of fundamental skills courses and webinar recordings designed to give new library staff crash-course 

style tutorials in library work. 

• We are working with the Membership office and our LMS vendor to create a new membership model that will 

provide a $300 CE “credit” to members who purchase a $100 CE Membership stack. The goal would be that non-

members are also drawn to ALA Membership to activate this bundle and that this would become one of our 

competitive advantages against other CE providers. 

• We are engaged in several efforts to increase CE reach to the international market: 
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o We are in the preliminary stages of designing a proposed CE product for Library Staff in the Middle East. 

This will be a primer series for new library staff—mostly paraprofessionals—to provide an overview 

skillset.  

o We are planning to collaborate with the International Relations office to market select products that will 

appeal to international audiences. 

o As RDA continues to become the standard in more countries, we are planning to produce RDA events 

targeted at specific international audiences with either international instructors or translators for U.S-

based instructors. 

• As ALA Staff return to the physical office space, we will be leading the integration into our new webinar rooms, 

which will provide ALA staff with the ability to run studio quality webinars and create podcasts.  

 

CORE: LEADERSHIP, INFRASTRUCTURE, FUTURES 

Unit Manager: Kerry Ward  

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense – FY22 Budget – Q1: Revenue $193,575Expense $173,683   

• Actual revenue and expense – FY22 Budget – Q1: Revenue $136,430; Expense $105,1444 

# of Staff: 6. With the addition of a Continuing Education Assistant in March 2022, Core is fully staffed for the first time 

this fiscal year.  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

ALA Pivot Strategy Impact Stream: MEMBERSHIP 

Core Goal 1: Core will provide a clear articulation of the value and benefits of membership, programs, and services, and 
will make participation in the division accessible to the widest possible array of library workers.  
 
Core Goal 2: Core will have a clear advocacy agenda and communications strategy that reflects Core values, supports its 
members, and is responsive to current issues in the profession. 
 
Update: the member value proposition remains a top priority for member leaders in Core’s second year. We’ve made 
progress in developing our role in supporting advocacy, and Core President Lindsay Cronk has highlighted advocacy 
efforts and positions in her reports to members.  
 
A streamlined awards program has been finalized. Six awards and three scholarships will be presented this year, down 
from over 20 when the divisions merged. Member response to the awards program will be tracked, as continuing 
program adjustments are made.  
 
In response to ongoing membership decline, Core staff are making it a priority to analyze member data and increase 
outreach areas. Areas of focus include former members who are still in ALA, and nonmembers purchasing our CE.  
 

ALA Pivot Strategy Impact Stream: CONTINUING EDUCATION 
 
Core Goal 1: As a complement to formalized content managed through the Core Continuing Education Committee and 
staff, Core will investigate and implement low barrier means for members to propose and deliver programming.  
Core Values: Knowledge Sharing; Innovation; Collaboration 
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Update: Core Interest Groups are popular and one of the easiest ways for members to get involved. We developed IG 
Week as a way for groups to facilitate Zoom sessions among their members and to present content in a less formal way.  
 
Results from the recently completed (March) IG Week were excellent: 

Total 

Registrations 

Total Unique 

Registrants 

# Attended 

Live 

% Attended 

Live 

# of 

Sessions 

7,931 2,761 4,826 61% 25 

 
Core will next sort the 2,761 total into members/nonmembers and send special marketing to nonmembers. 
 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Core’s biggest concern remains the ongoing decline in membership overall as libraries and the LIS workforce navigate 

the pandemic. Based on Membership reporting, ALA ended FY22 Q1 with an overall membership loss of 6%, to 50,105, 

compared to the same period in FY21; and an even steeper loss of 8.4% in the key category of regular personal 

members, to 23,792. Core membership dropped precipitously, from 5,990 to 4,919, or 17.9% year over year. Clearly this 

cannot be sustained for the division, so defining member value is the top priority this year. As noted above, the 

emphasis is on understanding the data on who has dropped and why, have they dropped ALA too or just Core. Based on 

that research, we’re developing targeted messages for dropped members, including possible coupon codes. Core staff 

are working closely with ALA Membership staff in this area. We have already discovered that many members/former 

members are still having difficulty finding their place in Core. It is clear Core underestimated the attachment some 

members felt to very defined and unique structures across three divisions, and that compressing them into a new, less 

defined structure has left some members feeling disconnected from the division. Revisiting our assumptions and making 

refinements to our structure is top of the agenda for the Core Board at the Annual Conference.  

On the positive side, continuing education development is ramping up, and course registration should meet budget. 

Core is also adding to its line of fundamentals courses, with the launch this spring of Fundamentals of Management. 

Also, the Fundraising Committee, inactive in year one, is now meeting weekly and moving forward on fundraising targets 

for the year. Publishing, a very small contributor to year one revenue, is also building momentum in year two, with a full 

committee membership and a focus on new titles. 

# of Members (for Divisions): 4,919 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter ending February 2022, for Core CE: 
Produced: 

• 7 courses 

• 22 webinars 

Reaching approximately:  

• 195 individuals 

• 20 groups (representing many hundreds more participants) 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement 

• With what we hope is the continuing decline in Covid, we are seeing greater member engagement. Most 

committees are full at this point and working well via Zoom. Our recently launched spring call for new 

volunteers has yielded scores of new volunteers, and appointments are underway.  
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• There is clearly a hunger for face-to-face conferences, and we are seeing solid initial numbers for Annual 

Conference preconferences. The only negative is that we’ve heard from some members that they can’t attend 

Annual because their professional development budgets for FY22 have been cut 

• Reflecting what we believe is zoom/webinar fatigue, we are seeing some lower webinar registration numbers 

compared to similar topics pre-pandemic. But we are seeing some increases in group registrations.  

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• Three ALA/Core Emerging Leaders were selected 

• The Core Academic Interviews Project Team spent six months creating a free, new resource for the profession: 

“Core Best Practices for Academic Interviews“, including emerging best practices as well as recommendations to 

encourage organizations to audit their interview processes to determine how unexamined assumptions and 

traditional practices may be disadvantageous to some applicants. 

• ALA Editions published Core’s “Managing Grey Literature: Technical Services Perspectives.”  

• In January Core’s Preservation Administration Interest Group and Core Preservation Standards & Practices 

Committee hosted an online free event, the Core Symposium on the Future of Library Binding. 

• Core journal committees selected a new editor (LRTS) and two new assistant editors (ITAL and LRTS). The other 

of our three journals, LL&M, is recruiting a new assistant editor now. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• Announcement of award winners 

• Announcement of 2022 Core Forum location and call for proposals 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Unit Manager: Tracie Hall 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense: $3,085,000/$503,191 

• Actual revenue and expense: $2,164,260/$365,889   

# of Staff: 3 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Continuing Education 

- Contributed Revenue 

- Data, Design, and Research 

- Membership 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

The Development Office continues to identify, cultivate, and steward corporate, foundation and individual funders, 

process gifts, and support other ALA Units. As of March 22, 2022, Contributed Income across the association was at 

$2,164,260, or 70% of the Pivot Strategy goal of $3,085,000. The $2,164,260 figure does not reflect planned gifts 

obtained during FY22, including approximately $211,000 reported through the FreeWill platform, which allows members 

of the public to name ALA as a beneficiary of their estate. The $2,164,260 figure also does not include another $349,000 

in funds, which will support general operations but carries some restrictions. In addition, the Library Champions program 

https://www.ala.org/core/member-center/committees/core-academic-interviews-project-team
https://alair.ala.org/handle/11213/17612
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is currently at its highest level in 3 years, with the addition of three new members since the beginning of FY22 and a 10% 

increase in support by OverDrive, lead Library Champion. 

Development continues to support Membership by emphasizing customer service within its gift processing 

responsibilities.  

Development supported the early stages of the Data and Research revenue stream through its work in the 

identification, interviewing and selection of Data Fellows. 

Development has supported Continuing Education through the cultivating of individual donor support. 

With the Philanthropic Advisory Group, Development planned and supported three major communications/events 

geared towards individual donors in FY22. In addition, Development continues to play a significant role working with 

other ALA Units in the drafting of Award Agreements and MOUs. Although Development recognizes there is 

considerable work to be done in the individual giving area, these efforts reflect the increased prioritization of individual 

giving. 

 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Trends the Development Office is following: 

▪ Lawmakers may have bipartisan support for restoring and increasing charitable deductions for individual donors 

who do not itemize their taxes.  

▪ The Evelyn and Walter Haas Fund has announced that it will wind down its LGBT equality program over the next 

two years. “We know that the work of the LGBT movement is far from over,” Robert Joseph, vice president of 

programs, wrote. “LGBT people, particularly transgender Americans, are once again a target in the nation’s 

‘culture wars,’ with an unprecedented number of anti-LGBT bills being introduced and passed in state 

legislatures. Furthermore, 31 states that are home to the majority of LGBT people and LGBT people of color still 

lack basic statutory nondiscrimination protections in housing, employment, public accommodations, and other 

areas.” 

▪ Americans who experience poverty and poor health care also possess low levels of educational attainment. 

▪ Troubling Economic Data, such as inflation, a bear market for stocks, and sagging consumer confidence, as well 

as the war in the Ukraine and the emergence of a new COVID variant — have clouded the environment for 

nonprofits. However,  Fundraisers are more confident about future giving and  hiring for their organizations than 

they have been since the pandemic began. Confidence in their capacity to hire staff and invest in fundraising 

infrastructure and capacity also reached an all-time high.  

▪ National Philanthropic Trust awarded more than $5.15 billion in donor advised fund contributions in 2020. 

Fidelity Charitable DAFs awarded $10.3 billion in 2021, a 41 percent increase over 2019. Vanguard Charitable  

donors awarded $1.78 billion in 2021. Reports also found increased giving from nontraditional sources, including 

$331 million in digital assets. Contributions of non-publicly traded assets such as restricted stock, private equity, 

or limited partnership interests totaled $2 billion.  

▪ The vast majority of large U.S. corporations plan to maintain or increase their charitable giving in 2022. 

https://www.philanthropy.com/article/senators-issue-bipartisan-call-for-restoring-tax-breaks-for-donors-who-dont-itemize-their-returns?cid2=gen_login_refresh&cid=gen_sign_in
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/evelyn-and-walter-haas-fund-to-wind-down-lgbt-program
https://www.lgbtmap.org/equality-maps/non_discrimination_laws
https://www.lgbtmap.org/equality-maps/non_discrimination_laws
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/study-finds-significant-connection-between-poverty-poor-health-care
https://www.philanthropy.com/article/economic-data-shocks-charity-officials-just-as-they-were-hoping-for-a-post-pandemic-boom?utm_source=Iterable&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=campaign_3892502_nl_Philanthropy-Today_date_20220316&cid=pt&source=&sourceid=
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/fundraisers-confident-about-future-giving-hiring-survey-finds
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/national-philanthropic-trust-awarded-5.15-billion-in-daf-grants
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/fidelity-charitable-donors-awarded-10.3-billion-in-grants-in-2021
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/vanguard-charitable-donors-awarded-1.78-billion-in-2021
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/corporations-largely-plan-to-maintain-increase-giving-survey-finds
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▪ Non-profits consider donor acquisition to be their top fundraising challenge, with donor retention/stewardship 

and leveraging data to make better decisions rounding out the top three. Recent studies have found that a 

nonprofit’s mission was the top factor influencing donors to sign up for subscription giving and that personal 

relationships with staff at matter greatly in shaping the decision to become a subscription donor. In addition, 

exclusive content featuring stories and experiences from the people benefiting from donor philanthropy is 

highly valued by all donors. 
 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 1,313 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Development supported the Philanthropic Advisory Group’s free event at LLX by engaging 400 recent donors, three 

times in the weeks leading up to the event. The event, entitled Give Smart: How Everyone Can Become an Intentional 

Philanthropist, featuring Betty Turock and Kevin Strowder, provided tips and tools for how to expand the power of 

philanthropy by giving with purpose. Attendees learned from leading library donor, Betty Turock, how to develop their 

own giving plan and how to put that plan into action to benefit the causes they care about most. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

▪ Most Impactful Development Activities for this quarter include: 

▪ Helped secure approximately $350,000 funds to support OIF efforts to counter censorship and book challenges 

researched; applied to 8 law schools to participate in their Public Policy Law Fellows program  

▪ Obtained $300,000 donation from Estee Lauder Foundation 

▪ Secured the donation of $150,000 from a new donor and is currently in discussions with several others 

▪ Conducted two on-going negotiations with aim of securing support for significant book awards 

▪ Assisted those ALA units with new Directors in maintaining donor relationships and support smooth transitions 

▪ Processed an estimated 300 letters, 461 adjustments, and 733 gifts data entry since September 2021. 

▪ Obtained Gold Level GuideStar rating 

▪ Managed the Library Champion program, including the addition of three new Champions; negotiated and 

secured renewed support from OverDrive as lead Library Champion with a 10% increase over last year. 

▪ Managed FreeWill initiative with over $211,100 bequests pledged to date 

▪ Managed relationships with long-standing Foundational supports, provided regular reports to Acton Family 

Giving, Carnegie Foundation, MacArthur Foundation, Novelist, Fidelity Foundation, OverDrive, and Hewlett 

Foundation 

▪ Worked with Conference Services to plan for and manage five sessions/events at Annual 

▪ Supported and counseled EMEIRT, Rainbow Roundtable, and GAMERT’s fundraising efforts 

▪ Supported Philanthropic Advisory Group 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

▪ Through the end of the fiscal year, Development hopes to successfully conclude current negotiations with new 

funders to reach and exceed Contributed Income goal. 

▪ Successfully conclude 4 current MOU negotiations. 

▪ Work with Grants, Partnerships & External Relationships Cross Functional Team to standardize and codify 

relations with external partners across the association and improve internal communication, cooperation, and 

processes. 

▪ Obtain Platinum GuideStar rating. 

▪ Launch Donor Advised Fund. 

https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/donor-acquisition-a-common-fundraising-challenge-report-finds
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/personal-connections-drive-donor-motivation-reports-find
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▪ On-board LOLBJ campaign consultant and optimize Director for Advancement and Partnerships RFP. 

▪ Secure additional support for OIF efforts in combatting book bans and challenges; especially work with law firms 

and attorneys to support Lawyers for Libraries and Law for Librarians; successfully on-board law fellows. 

▪ Begin to lay foundation for “ALA as a Chicago Cultural Citizen – Hometown Initiative” with sights on Annual in 

Chicago 2023. 

▪ Hire part-time support staff. 

▪ Upgrade campaigns around year-long giving, National Library Week, Library Card sign-up week, Banned Books 

week, and planned-giving. 

▪ Work across units to improve ALA web-based giving mechanisms. 

 

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING 

Unit Manager: Dina Tsourdinis   

Unit Budget: 

▪ (Overall Expense): $1,365,749      

# of Staff: 9   

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  
- Continuing Education  
- Contributed Revenue 
- Membership  
- Publishing 

   

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Streamline the closing process: Beginning in FY 2021, the department moved to a quarterly reporting schedule. This will 

provide more efficiency in the close process. The quarterly reporting is also being adopted by the Membership 

Department for consistent practice across ALA. However, effective with December 2022 closing, we will begin a monthly 

closing process to provide more timely information to our managers. The December 2021 report is expected on April 6th. 

Cross-training: Due to our limited success with cross-training, we have hired a consultant for an Accounts Receivable 

project to accomplish the following objectives: 

Phase 1 – Prepare detailed procedural documentation of each revenue stream, from initiation to recording in 

the general ledger, and provide revisions to make the process more efficient and summarize in an Accounts 

Receivable Manual. 

Phase 2 – Process transactions utilizing the procedural documentation prepared in Phase 1. Provide hands-on 

training for ALA staff, so that they understand the process and can then train other ALA Staff. 

We continue to explore new ways of working to find a solution. Even though the remote work environment has proven 

to be a challenging training landscape, cross-training is critical for the full functioning of the department to reduce 

bottlenecks and make sure the work continues. This will also provide for continuous workflow when there is turnover 

amongst staff members and when there are unanticipated absences. 
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The Accounting department has been reorganized after researching similar organizations. To improve member financial 

services, we added a Director of Accounting who will oversee all aspects of Accounts Receivable and Revenue 

Accounting at the Association. The Controller will oversee payments, general accounting, and grants accounting. This 

structure will allow the Director of Accounting to be cross-trained on the monthly closing process to expedite financial 

reporting and to achieve cross-training of critical tasks. A 50 % position will be shared with Membership to continue 

uninterrupted financial services to our members. In addition, we have cross-trained finance staff on accounting 

functions, and this has been a successful model. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Stabilizing staffing in the Accounting Department: Turnover of temporary staff in the department has made 

it difficult to gain traction to catch up on the financial reporting needs of the Association. 

• Assisting the Publishing Department and CE Unit with the transition to new fulfillment partners.  

• Our systems need to be updated or replaced to avoid the multiple systems used for payment validation, 

approval, and processing. We received a quote from our vendor to be implemented in October with the new 

software release. We will also review other ERP systems designed for not-for-profit entities. 

# Of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during the quarter (for all Units): Approximately 350.  

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter 

• The department researched and applied for the FEMA grant, which, if approved, will allow us to recover 

approximately $30,000 on COVID Related costs as well as an additional $117,000 for plexiglass to be spent upon 

approval of the reimbursement from FEMA. 

• Considering the number of payments we receive electronically, the process of identifying more efficient 

methods has started by implementing controls over the application for new credit card processors. The 

accounting department will be contacted any time a new credit card processor request is initiated. 

• After discussing business growth opportunities internationally with division EADS as well as unit managers, we 

concluded that a more efficient and cost-effective process for accepting multinational currencies. We met with 

Transfer mate, a payment platform for international currencies, and will apply to be able to utilize this 

centralized methos=d at no cost to ALA. The payee will make payments in US dollars from any non-sanctioned 

country. 

• Accounting and Finance team members met with the team to discuss the corrective action of the audit findings 

noted in the FY 2021 audit letter to management. As a result, the Controller and CFO met with IT to automate 

the calculation of Life Members accounting into IMIS. In addition, the inventory valuation correction will be 

handled by the Controller and the Publishing department in May 2022. 

• We worked with Expense Reduction Analysts to centralize our vendors and find more cost-efficient ways to 

operate. The supplied reports were sent to the vendor, and we are awaiting the results. 

• The department has worked with our audit firm to set dates for the preliminary and final fieldwork audits in July 

and November. 

• We piloted our new and improved grant launch procedure with the PPO office, and it was successful. All grant 

materials will be kept in an organized fashion created by Accounting in a shared folder. 

• We held a refresher course on the Banking Portal and training was provided for all staff.  

• The department relaunched the Budget Presentations. The participation of all ALA staff will aid in breaking down 

silos and help in creating an open, inclusive work environment. Sharing information on the budget building and 

monitoring process with all ALA staff helps them to understand the important role they play in implementing the 

Pivot Strategy. The relaunch was successful, and the department built upon this success and hosted the FY 2023 
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Budget Presentations from March 1-4, 2022.  After careful review, the budget for FY 2023 was realigned to be a 

break-even budget. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter  

• Rebuilding the Finance and Accounting team and focusing on identifying quality improvement initiatives. 

• Researching and applying for a property tax exemption for the Washington office condominium, which would 

save $75,000 annually as well as allow us to apply for a certificate of the error to recoup past payments. 

• Work with Expense Reduction Analysts on implementing cost containment. 

• Managing the RFP process for the Endowment Fund Investment Management process. 

• Train all fundraising departments on the new grant launch procedures. 

 

GOVERNANCE OFFICE 

Unit Manager: Sheryl Reyes 

Unit Budget: Q1 FY22, Sept-Nov 2021 (includes Governance and Executive Office budget) 

• Budgeted revenue: $0/Budgeted expense: $1,554,591 

• Actual revenue Q1: $2,500/ Actual expense $119,111 

# of Staff: 4 Governance staff; 3 Executive Office staff 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Membership    

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Goal #1:  Increase membership by restructuring ALA Affiliates program and relationships by strategically realigning fee to 

strengthen relationship and maximize value in FY22.  

In collaboration with the Membership Office, ALA President Patty Wong sent a message to all ALA Affiliates in follow up 

from the December 2021 virtual luncheon about the pilot membership growth project. ALA will work with Affiliates 

using a data driven approach to identify prospective members and create coordinated membership campaigns. The pilot 

program will inform strategies that can be applied to all Affiliates in the future to grow membership. Four Affiliates 

expressed interest to participate and two of those Affiliates started working with ALA in the pilot. An Affiliate luncheon 

is scheduled in June during Annual Conference to facilitate more conversation and strategic partnerships. 

Goal #2:  Increase the Member-Leader Pipeline by 5% in FY22 by improving member identification, cultivation, 

engagement, recruitment, appointment, and volunteer life cycle. 

Engagement strategies are underway in organizing another virtual volunteer fair, improving our web presence, and 

conducting research to pilot a Governance Summit/Institute by FY23. Governance has reached out to similar 

Associations to ALA to gather information on member leadership development offerings. A presentation will be 

developed to pilot an in person offering in conjunction with LibLearnX in FY23. 

Goal #3:  Evaluate and streamline programs managed by the Governance Office to increase membership and/or revenue 

generation in FY22.  

Current projects entail researching volunteer engagement organization-wide, streamlining, and improving Council 

management (communication, documentation, roster, etc.) and training and onboarding the new ALA parliamentarian. 
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Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• During the January ALA Council Meetings, the Policy Monitoring Committee (PMC) stated in their report (CD 

17) that the committee found numerous inconsistencies in the presentation of the ALA Policy Manual on the 

ALA website and outdated policies with limited relevancy or archaic language. It appears that the ALA Policy 

Manual has not been updated as it should have been the past several years. The PMC is currently working 

on the next phase of the committee's work which includes a review of Council Actions from 2008 to 2021 to 

update the ALA Policy Manual.  
 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

The most impactful unit activities this quarter was the execution of the January 2022 ALA Governance Events. 

January 2022 Midwinter Governance Meetings 

• Based on the attendees that completed the meeting evaluation, they rated the following meetings (5 =Excellent 

to 1=Poor): Note: in comparison to 2021, ratings were a decreased except for the BARC meeting.  

o BARC Meeting: 4.12 

o Joint PBA/Division Leadership Meeting: 4.11 

o Information Session: 3.8 

o ALA Executive Board Meetings: 3.68 

o Council Meetings: 3.28  

Volunteer Appointments 

596 applications from 304 volunteers within the Association; 166 unique individuals in first round of appointments as of 

March 21, 2022.  

Award Applications  

ALA received 305 books for the two book awards and 56 applications for 13 ALA awards. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

Transforming ALA Governance (TAG) Task Force 

During the ALA Council Meetings, ALA Council approved CD#35b Action 1-3. This brings historic and significant change to 

ALA governance. TAG and the Committee on Organization (COO) will be working now until the June ALA Conference 

Council Meetings to bring forward proposals that will further shape the future of Council and governance.  

Preparation for the Hybrid 2022 Annual Conference Governance Meetings 

The ALA Executive Board approved the first ever hybrid Council, Board and BARC meetings during ALA Conference. ALA 

Governance will spend the next couple of months to prepare for these events.  

 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Unit Manager: Sherri Vanyek 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted expense: $3,582,065 

https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/ALA%20CD%2017%20Policy%20Monitoring%20Committee_3.pdf
https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/ALA%20CD%2017%20Policy%20Monitoring%20Committee_3.pdf
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• Actual expense (Q1): $897,920   

# of Staff: 6 including 1 temp (3 vacancies) 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue 

- Membership  

- Publishing 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

ALA Technology FY22 Projects Status: 

• Assist with the New Continuing Education Learning Management/eCommerce System 

Work with vendor to set up Face-to-Face events 

• Continue to upgrade Shibboleth Single Sign-On Software to the remaining websites 

1 more site completed 

• Continue with the final phase of implementation of eStore shopping cart integration with the new fulfillment 

Vendor Chicago Distribution Center (CDC)  

Scheduled 04/30/2022  

• Continue the migration of blogs to the cloud  

30 migrated, 23 archived, 5 left to migrate 

• iMIS Membership System Upgrade 

Working with vendor to flesh out the detailed project plan and begin the upgrade process.  

• Clean up data in the iMIS membership database  

Some cleanup will happen  

as a result of the iMIS system upgrade above. 

• Continue to monitor revenue and membership goals  

Connect new dashboard system.  

• Website Strategy Consulting 

Obtained multiple proposals and have started meetings with internal stakeholders. Involving external 

stakeholders in the process. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Our current IT staff of five and one temp is focused on keeping operations going and project execution as 

time allows based on priority. Given the resource constraints, the IT department is working diligently to 

decrease our technology debt. Replacing outdated technology will require investment, time, and additional 

resources. To address this, IT has requested additional investment dollars in FY2023 to hire a Chief 

Information Technology Officer and to fund project work to reduce the technology debt. IT is still searching 

for a Business Analyst and Data Analyst to support project execution. These resources are needed to meet 

the association’s major goals for FY2022. 
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Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• Began the initial work of upgrading the iMIS Association Membership Management System  

• Continued assistance with the launch of the new Continuing Education website on November 10th at 

https://elearning.ala.org 

• Worked on the Rollout of the Enterprise Version of Adobe Sign for electronically signing contracts and 

documents 

• Worked on setting up the café in the new building for the April Executive Board Meeting 

• Worked on hiring temporary staff to assist us on various projects 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• Website Strategy Consulting  

Choose strategy and work with stakeholders on redesign/upgrade implementation. 

• Continue to monitor revenue and membership goals 

Through use of new dashboarding system  

• Adopt Data Center as a Service Design model 

Developing an RFP for hiring a consultant to do the design work. 

  

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE 

Unit Manager: Michael Dowling 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue $35,000/expenses $229,083      

• Actual (Q1) revenue $666/expenses $36,708      

# of Staff: 1.5 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue 

- Membership  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Conference Services 

In coordination with Conference Services, LLX and Annual Conference have been promoted to 1,500 international 

members and thousands of additional librarians across the globe through IFLA listserv and other channels. IRO provided 

invitation letters to international librarians for visas. The goal is to increase registration revenue from outside the U.S. by 

10% over FY21.  There was minimal international participation at the inaugural LLX. Even though it was a virtual event it 

was hard to sell a new endeavor to international members. Also, restricting to only ALA members reduced potential 

market. Currently, IRO is coordinating with AASL on a proposal in partnership with Sharjah Book Authority to UAE 

Ministry of Culture for training school librarians. 

Continuing Education 

As part of International Cross Functional Team efforts had initial meetings with leaders of CE Cross Functional Team to 

begin strategizing on more outreach to international members and non-members.  The goal is to increase revenue for CE 

https://elearning.ala.org/
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from outside the U.S. will increase by 5% in FY22. Revenue totals so far this year are not known, but update should be 

provided at next quarterly update. 

A follow-up interactive, hands-on session to the “Gigabit Libraries and Beyond: Improving Broadband Access Worldwide” 

Webinar, held on January 19, 2022, for participants to virtually “workshop” possible approaches to localizing the toolkit 

for communities across the globe. Participants engaged in interactive activities including creating a network diagram, a 

demonstration of a Wi-Fi stumbler, and break into groups to discuss strategies to localize the toolkit across the globe.  

There were 105 registrants. 

Contributed Revenue 

Along with PPA staff, IRO is seeking to promote an international version of Libraries Build Business to potential funders. 

To help test interest, two webinars targeting different international time zones were planned for March.  

Membership 

IRO worked with IRRT on engagements with international members including a membership meeting and International 

Library Network program.  FY22 goal is to increase international membership by 3%.  Currently international 

membership remains flat.  Annual Conference and “join and save” opportunities should provide new members. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• COVID-19 Pandemic and its surges continue to challenge all libraries and their budgets across the globe.  

Recent surge of new Omicron variant in Europe and potential waves around the world at this critical 

decision time to attend ALA Annual is a major concern.   CRO will continue to promote international in-

person attendance as well as the Digital Experience.   

• The Russia invasion of Ukraine could impact travel internationally to conferences and events. IRO has met 

with the U.S. State Department about coordinating support efforts for the Ukraine Library Community.  A 

related ‘News You Can Use’ session will be held at ALA Annual. 

• There are numerous man-made and natural disasters where libraries are destroyed, and IRO continues to 

respond to ALA members interested in supporting. IRO will be seeking to promote an initiative for donations 

to Ukraine next quarter. 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

- 1,500 International members reached in promotion for LLX and Annual Conference, including opportunities for 

participation at Annual. 

- 100 IRRT members attended a membership meeting on January 19.  

- 105 members and non-members attended the Gigabit webinar 

- 100’s of global library community in IRRT call for participation in International Library Networking Program 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

December 16: US-Russia Library Dialogue 

Prior to the Russian Invasion of  Ukraine, ALA hosted the Russian-US Library Dialogue with the Russian Library Association 

to explore how libraries in both countries can advance a green agenda as part of the UN Sustainability Development Goals 

(UNSDGs).  The meeting focused  on the UN’s SDGs over the last three years. Topics discussed, greening library spaces, 

developing green collections and services, including community involvement and dialogues, and building green 

partnerships. This meeting was live-streamed on the Russian Library Association’s Facebook page.  

International Librarians Networking Program (ILNP) 
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IRRT opened a call for applications for the 2022 International Librarians Networking (INL) Program, to connect virtually 

with librarians around the world, share knowledge and experiences, and build a peer-to-peer network. The committee 

received 250 applications from 56 countries. Out of the applications, 168 applicants from 48 countries were accepted in 

the program. 

Emerging Leaders project 

The Emerging Leaders group sent a survey to IRRT members and received more than 200 responses. The committee is 

now analyzing and compiling responses. The final report is expected for the beginning of May.  

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• Working closely with IRRT on initiatives that reached both current members and non-members about 

opportunities for them to engage and connect with ALA for International Library Networking Program 

• “Gigabit Libraries and Beyond: Improving Broadband Access Worldwide” Webinar provided practical advice on 

held on approaches to localizing the toolkit for communities across the globe.  

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

•  Webinar by IRRT Emerging Leaders Project Group is scheduled for May 12 

• ALA International Cross Functional Team will create an international guidance document for all staff by end of 

quarter 

• IRO will begin working with ALA units on next cycle of IFLA nominations of ALA member representatives 

 

 

MEMBER RELATIONS & SERVICES 

Unit Manager: Melissa Walling 

Unit Budget:  

ALA Membership Dues  

• Total Revenues Budgeted/Actual/Remaining:  $ 4,505,792    $ 1,159,215 $ 3,346,577 

• Total Expenses Budgeted/Actual/Remaining:  $ (100,000) $ (21,999) $ 78,001 

• Contribution Margin:     $ 4,405,792 $ 1,137,217 $ 3,268,575   

# of Staff: 9.5 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Membership    

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

The MRS unit has three goals that support the pivot strategy: 

• Increase membership to 56,000 

• Increase student membership to 9,000 

• Increase ALA membership in coordination with ALA Chapters and National Associations of Librarians of Color 
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ALA membership counts ended the first quarter at 50,105 after growing slightly since the beginning of the year. This is a 

6% decline from FY21 and a 13% decline from FY20. This was a projected decline due to the challenges of the pandemic 

and was a continued slight increase since July.   

We anticipate that these numbers will continue to climb slightly with a focused membership strategy and resuming in 

person events such as PLA and Annual Conferences. However, with 2/3 of ALA members paying dues from their own 

pocket, ALA dues revenue is sensitive to economic conditions including decades high inflation rates. 

 

Pivot Plan Membership Goals (data at end of FY21): 

 FY21 Final FY21 Goal Variance FY25 Target 

ALA Market Share* 14% 15% (1%) 20% 

Division Share of 
Membership 

56% 65% (9%) 75% 

*The market data was last updated in 2018 – and market data will shift over time: 

https://www.ala.org/tools/libfactsheets/alalibraryfactsheet02 

 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Membership Turnaround 

The number one priority of the MRS team remains rebounding ALA membership using a data driven approach. As 

previously shared, the primary focus remains increasing Regular Members and converting Students to full paying 

members. We know however that the membership rebound will take time and that is reflective of the number of 

furloughs and layoffs that the LIS community has absorbed during the protracted pandemic. We remain focused on both 

short- and long-term strategies. 

• Coordinating membership reinstatement campaigns highlighting new membership benefits including the 

ALA/APA Salary Survey and selected e-learning courses. This is now occurring for all lapsed members after six 

months. 

• Operationalizing new member recruitment of non-member CE registrants, advocates, and chapter/affiliate 

members. We want to leverage opportunities to connect with non-members across the association. 

 49,000

 51,000

 53,000

 55,000

 57,000

 59,000

 61,000

Membership Counts

FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22

https://www.ala.org/tools/libfactsheets/alalibraryfactsheet02
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• Converting graduating Students to Regular Members will be a focus area leaning into increased communications 

and collection of data to connect Students with Divisions and Round Tables of interest. 

• Monitoring the new member onboarding campaign launched in August, FY21 and continuing quarterly virtual 

new member orientations throughout the year and at LibLearnX. 

 

ASGLCA Dissolution: 

Eighteen months have passed since ASGCLA was dissolved and we wanted to provide a snapshot of the membership 

impact. At the time of dissolution, there were 846 ASGCLA members and 571 have remained ALA members (67%). All 

lapsed members received a series of emails through our reinstatement campaign encouraging them to rejoin ALA.  

There were 17 interest groups that were moved to various parts of ALA including divisions and offices and nearly all this 

work continues. Some of the groups have remained active Interest Groups within divisions and some are also active 

Connect communities. Overall, there remains good engagement and activity with this programmatic work. 

The following groups are inactive: 

• Tribal Librarians 

• Universal Access 

• Collaborative Digitization 

Customer Service: 

Early spring is the conclusion of our busy season, and quality customer service remains a challenge for ALA. Our 

members’ inability to self-service key solutions (i.e., accessing an invoice) increases the volume of incoming inquiries, 

especially during our busy season. In addition, the Customer Service team supports internal clients by supporting 

subscription revenue for groups like RDA. With the age of our technology systems, internal facing work is very manual 

and pulls the team away from external facing services. This internal work is critical however to support organizational 

revenue and needs to continue. This balance results in time away from the phones and emails and we routinely receive 

complaints about response times. 

One step forward this year was hiring a Membership Accounting Coordinator position who started as a temp and was a 

shared position with Finance & Accounting (funded by the Mellon Grant). This position is the primary problem solver for 

members who had submitted payment for membership dues but were still receiving a bill. This position has been an 

asset to both teams and we are in process of making this a full-time position. 

We also believe that the upgrade to iMIS will increase our members ability to self-service and may provide some 

increased flexibilities for installment billing and auto renewals. All of these will release staff resources in MRS to focus on 

external Customer Service and increase our response times. 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: All 50,000 members, Lapsed members, non-

member grant recipients, 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Almost half of ALA members have renewal dates in the second quarter of the year with December being the largest 

month. This means a great deal of effort this quarter was focused on membership and subscription renewals. We 

continue to ask lapsed members why they choose not to renew their membership and the top reasons remain cost, 

perceived value, and retirement/leaving the industry.  

One of the most impactful activities of this quarter, was activating the Students @ ALA Connect Community. This was 

activated in January 2022 and Student Members of ALA are automatically enrolled in the community. Conversations 
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include introductions, career advice, or tips on attending conference and securing funding to attend. With Student 

Members being a focus area this year, we are complimenting this community with a few educational events designed for 

Students. This was feedback we heard directly from our Student Chapters leaders, and we are working closely with 

HRDR to activate a career related virtual education program in April 2022. We are also working to differentiate the 

student onboarding campaign from other members to focus specifically on topics of interest. First year Student 

Members are the majority of the group so encouraging them to stay involved during their time as a student is also 

important. 

 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

Membership Model – The ALA Membership Committee continued to work on the pricing for the simplified membership 

model and are presenting additional results to ALA Executive Board for additional review. 

• Membership Onboarding: MRS activated the virtual orientation for new members including a special 

orientation in conjunction with LibLearnX. This was an opportunity to showcase the value of membership to new 

members and had great attendance and a lot of good questions about how to get involved. 

• LibLearnX: As the first members-only conference, MRS worked closely with Conference Services and our 

Communications & Marketing Office to highlight member value throughout the event. We worked with the 

Gaming Round Table to activate a series of escape rooms highlighting member value to accompany our 

membership booth as well as an ALA Channel of videos showcasing content generated by ALA Divisions and 

Offices. The ALA Showcase is now available on the Learning Management System and will serve as a recruitment 

tool for ALA and provide additional value to members. 

• Onboard a Community Engagement Manager: A new Community Engagement Manager, Cory Stevenson, joined 

the team in January 2022 and he has been working closely with the Code of Conduct Committee and fellow staff 

to learn about Connect and its value to the community. 

• Dues Standardization: As a result of the recent action taken by Council for Round Table standardization of 

bylaws and dues, the MRS team has worked closely with the Round Table Coordinating Assembly Co-Chairs and 

Danielle Ponton, Program Manager, ALA Round Table on determining next steps for adoption and 

implementation. Currently, each Round Table is selecting one volunteer to join a Task Force to work on the 

pricing for the standardized dues. They will work closely with the membership office on this effort. Their first 

meeting will take place in early April. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

Virtual Membership Meeting – The ALA Virtual Membership meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 17th and will 

focus on key leadership updates and personal stories around book challenges. The Membership Committee helped to 

frame this agenda using a pulse survey conducted on Connect in the ALA Member Community. It was no surprise that 

book bans and fatigue were top of the list of things that our members were facing. 

• Membership Recruitment – The Membership Office has been working closely with divisions, round tables, and 

offices to identify recruitment opportunities. The goal is to learn from these various campaigns and scale and 

operationalize them across the organization. For example, we will work on recruitment messages to non-
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members who take courses on the new Learning Management System. Once the recruitment language is 

finalized, we will be able to automate this type of campaign. 

In addition, we are activating ALA Chapter pilot programs to learn about potential initiatives coordinated with 

chapters (the joint student membership program is very successful). We are working with the District of 

Columbia Library Association on messaging to non-members that should be activated in mid-April. This 

campaign will also highlight attending ALA Annual. 

• Conference Experiences: The ALA Membership team is hosting booths at PLA and TLA this next quarter. These 

are opportunities for membership engagement and recruitment. We will also be working closely with the 

Communications & Marketing Office (CMO) on gathering video stories about intellectual freedom and other 

issues of importance to our community.  

 

OFFICE FOR ACCREDITATION 

Unit Manager: Karen O’Brien 

Unit Budget: 

Budgeted revenue and expense YTD 22 Feb: Revenue $88,829 Expense $119,525     
Actual revenue and expense YTD 22 Feb: Revenue $82,603 Expense $89,125 

# of Staff: 2  

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue 

- Membership  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Ensure quality and accessibility of ALA-accredited degree programs  

• Sixty-three institutions with ALA-accredited programs, newest added with January 2022 decisions. In 
Precandidacy status: University of Central Missouri and Middle Tennessee State; in Candidacy for Initial ALA-
accredited status: University College London, UK (visit Spring 2024,  decision in June 2024). 

• Trended metrics on diversity, faculty/student ratios etc., available publicly at [Excel] 
https://www.ala.org/educationcareers/sites/ala.org.educationcareers/files/content/Trended_stats_to_2020_0_
1.xlsx  

• Revised Standards draft proposal ready for feedback reflects: the state of the expanding field, ALA’s core values, 
and the urgency to broaden equity, diversity, and inclusion in LIS education and libraries.  
 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Releasing Standards revision draft for feedback 

• Closing Spring comprehensive review virtual visits  

• Processing statistical, narrative, and special [issue] interim reports from all programs for Committee on 

Accreditation review at its Spring Meeting.  

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter (for all Units):  425 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

https://www.ala.org/educationcareers/sites/ala.org.educationcareers/files/content/Trended_stats_to_2020_0_1.xlsx
https://www.ala.org/educationcareers/sites/ala.org.educationcareers/files/content/Trended_stats_to_2020_0_1.xlsx
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• Spring review visits engaged an estimated 500 stakeholder ALA reviewer volunteers, leaders, and LIS program 

personnel.   

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• Comprehensive program reviews. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• Spring (April) edition of the semi-annual Office newsletter Prism 

• Committee on Accreditation Spring Meeting  

• Conducting training to prepare chairs to lead review panels.  

 

 

OFFICE FOR DIVERSITY, LITERACY AND OUTREACH SERVICES  

Unit Manager: Kevin D. Strowder  

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense – $14,500/$246,987 

• Actual revenue and expense – $22,457/$138,923 

# of Staff: 3.5 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue  

- Membership  

- Publishing  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

• Support ALA’s goal of increasing racial and ethnic diversity in its membership and the broader field by overseeing 

the first wide-scale study of the impact of race on LIS workforce retention by end of FY22. 

ODLOS is now in the final working stages of preparing a wide distribution of the RFP that invites a targeted group 

of consultant firms to consider partnership for the launch and execution of the Diversity Counts initiative. Soon 

to follow will be the Longitudinal Study RFP that remains and extension of the quantitative data.  

• Strengthen the value proposition of ALA as a leading provider of Continuing Education on equity, diversity, and 

inclusion in FY22. 

In working toward this goal, we intentionally meet the demand for equity, diversity and inclusion trainings for 

library audiences and continue to identify key impact stories from those trainings. Virtual sessions thrive, but we 

are reaching capacity which has called for us to seek out new talent (cohort of trainees) for implanting the 

trainings.   
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• Increase ALA membership in coordination with MRS, CRO and the National Associations of Librarians of Color by 

end of FY22. 

ODLOS staff, in partnership with leadership from MRS and CRO, have outlined the base expectations and 

benefits package to identify the quality of member experiences. Benefits. We are also contributing to the 

surveying aspect that captured the resources ODLOS offers as member Recent meeting with this core group of 

folks has been delayed but plan to resume in April 2022 following Board meetings.  

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Interest Groups  

Since ASGCLA’s dissolution in 2020, these 3 interest groups, Consumer Health Information Libraries, Tribal Librarians 
Interest Group and Universal Access Interest Group were moved to our Office (Office of Diversity, Literacy, Outreach 
Services). Since inception of these groups, there has been little to no interaction among the members that correlates to 
the goals of said interest groups.  

ODLOS consulted the Committee on Organization to explore resolve and recommendation for this matter. With intent to 
dissolve these groups, and the leaders of this process (per the ASGCLA manual, “Interest Group Coordinating 
Committee”) no longer in existence, the recommendation by governance is to leverage COO, especially since this is 
housed under an ALA Office (not Division). It was determined that COO doesn’t approve the creation of new interest 
groups. Since, the interest groups were inherited by the dissolved division, it was suggested that the committee has the 
authority to dissolve the interest groups. Peter Hepburn stated that in reviewing the policy manual there is little 
guidance on interest groups. So, the rationale was that if it was created by Council, then Council would be able to 
dissolve them. With the courtesy of informing COO, as informational that was reported to Council in January. There was 
mention of possibility of convening an assembly, which falls under COO’s purview and will need formal action from COO. 
But more information is needed.  It was noted that member leaders should drive the recommendation versus staff.  

Action from COO: Schedule a Spring meeting with the chair of the Advisory Committee, to discuss and agree upon a final 
plan of action. 

ODLOS interacts with the remaining inherited interest groups (below) on a regular basis through meeting scheduling, 
new award creation, webinar coordination, etc. 

• Bridging Deaf Cultures  
• Library Services for Dementia/Alzheimer’s 
• Library Services for the Incarcerated and Detained 
• Library Services to Persons with Print Disabilities 
• Universal Access (was on the dissolve list, however, leadership requested a meeting at annual) 

CSK and the Round Table status with Council  

The Coretta Scott King Book Awards Committee (CSK) started the process to become an ALA Round Table in November 

2020. With approval from the Ethnic Multicultural Information Exchange Round Table (EMIERT) membership during 

Midwinter 2021, a Task Force comprised by CSK and EMIERT leadership to draft a recommendation to become a Round 

Table moved forward. CSK (as a new Round Table) continues to promote the Coretta Scott King Book Awards and the 

work of African American Author and Illustrators. They will financially contribute to EMIERT for one last year (FY23) by 

providing 3% of their revenue at the end of the fiscal year. With the support of EMIERT, CSK submitted a petition to the 

Committee of Organization (COO) in December 2021. On January 10th, 2022, COO met and approved the e-petition for 

CSK to become a Round Table, allowing ALA Council to recognize the new Coretta Scott King Book Awards Round Table 
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(CSKBART) later that month. CSK will celebrate their last Awards Celebration under EMIERT at ALA Annual on Sunday, 

June 26, 2022.  

• During the March 2022 CSK Executive Board Meeting, ODLOS Director Kevin Strowder and Program Coordinator 

(CSK Book Awards and ODLOS Round Tables) Monica Chapman hosted a Q&A with the CSK Executive Board to 

address questions around their Round Table status. CSKBART will start accepting membership dues, gain access 

to their new Round Table budget, solicit donations, and receive ALA Round Table benefits beginning September 

1s, 2022 (FY23). The other technical updates (changes to ALA Connect, iMIS updates, Volunteer Form updates, 

etc.) will be done behind the scenes by Monica Chapman and other ALA staff.  

EDI Assembly & ODLOS Advisory Committee 

OLDOS’s EDI Assembly (more specifically the sub working groups) maintains a consistent mission of elevating thought, 

knowledge, and collaboration in the field. Through discussion forums and text review, the Assembly aims to uncover 

best practices for challenging existing models within libraries. The ODLOS Advisory Committee, as the umbrella entity to 

the assembly, under leadership from the chair, has requested additional support. Managing both the committee and 

assembly pull more time than anticipated and the consistency in oversight is desired.  

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

• Members reached during quarter (committees, EDI Assembly, RTs, Interest Groups) = 6,228 

• Combined members and non-members reached during quarter = 9,723 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Social Responsibilities Round Table 

SRRT celebrated their 23rd Annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr Sunrise Celebration virtually during LIbLearnX with Tracie Hall 
as the Call to Action Speaker and a keynote address by author Keisha Blain. In February 2022, SRRT awarded their first 
Herb Biblo Outstanding Leadership Award for Social Justice and Equality to retired librarian Elaine Harger. SRRT remains 
committed to raising awareness to social justice causes within ALA and have put forward multiple resolutions to Council 
during FY22 including a resolution calling for Student Loan Cancellation which was approved by ALA Membership during 
the virtual ALA Membership Meeting on Thursday, March 17th.  
 
Rainbow Round Table 

The Stonewall Book Awards were announced during LibLearnX in January 2022. As part of the announcement, RRT also 
released their Top Ten Children’s and Young List and their Adult Fiction and Non-Fiction Top Ten list. RRT’s multiple 
standing committees continues to work on different projects through archiving, updating digital resources and websites, 
and working on programing for ALA Annual. They plan to Celebrate all the Book and non-book awards at ALA Annual on 
Monday, June 27th.  
 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

Accessibility Officer Hire and Onboarding  

ODLOS has now provided ALA’s HR department with content to soon post for its new Accessibility Officer. We consulted 

with the Accessibility Assembly, Access Living (consultants), ED Tracie Hall, and PPO to bring this role to life.  

EDI Trainings  

ODLOS continues to see a high demand for equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI) trainings for library audiences. In 

particular, the requests are for those trainings at the foundational level, covering such topics as cultural competence, 

implicit bias and microaggressions. Our most popular offering, “EDIcon,” is also our flagship training. EDIcon is an 
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interactive series that introduces equity, diversity, and inclusion within a social justice framework, specifically through 

an exploration of cultural competence, implicit bias, and privilege in the context of librarianship and the communities 

served by libraries. As libraries and library organizations seek to provide shared EDI foundations, frameworks, and 

definitions for their staff, EDIcon provides a space for focused conversations inclusive of those without prior knowledge 

and those with previous experience. In response to staffing changes that reduced our facilitation capacity, we hope to 

train a cohort of members committed to EDI who can help meet the demand and bring additional perspectives and 

experiences.   

Building Cultural Proficiencies for Racial Equity Framework 

In January 2022, the Joint ALA/ARL Building Cultural Proficiencies for Racial Equity Framework Task Force launched a call 

for feedback from the library community on the initial draft framework. Feedback was accepted through March 2. As 

part of the comment period, the task force held two information sessions, one on February 16, for library workers from 

all library types, and one on February 23, for library workers from public libraries. The sessions were led by Christina 

Fuller-Gregory, Assistant Director of Libraries, South Carolina Governor’s School for the Arts and Humanities, and Mark 

Puente, Associate Dean for Organizational Development, Inclusion, and Diversity, Purdue University. Christina joined the 

task force in May 2021 to facilitate the framework development and is now leading a working group through the 

feedback review and framework revision process. The task force will hold a session during ALA Annual, with the hope of 

sharing a final framework.  

Spectrum Scholarship Program – Masters and Doctoral  Level 

The Spectrum MLIS Program has continued to thrive in a unique state of transition and turnover. We have seen deep 

investment from leadership within the Spectrum Advisory Council as they continue to innovate on programming, 

navigate the digital divide, and maintain community with the scholars. 97% of scholars in this cohort are returning for 

another semester of their term, and ODLOS has distributed the second round of financial packages. We have seen an 

increase in current scholars seeking to get involved beyond the basic expectations of the program. To build on this 

momentum, the ODLOS team has collaborated to map out a more structured mentorship program.  

Early December marked the beginning of the review process to identify eight Fellows of Color to receive the Spectrum 

Doctoral Fellowship grant. This program, designed to elevate BIPOC individuals in the field of librarianship through 

financial support and intentional mentorship has garnered lots of traction. The informational session, which featured 

ALA’s five partners schools and notable Alumni, pulled in over 75 attendees all interested in applying. In the coming 

months, our review jury will take a closer look at all complete applications and plan to notify those awarded in early to 

mid-March.  

Update: The partner schools have identified 5 Fellows for the award and are still in the interview stage to determine the 

remaining three. We have also met to talk through the revised budget, leadership institutes over the next few years, and 

additional support to help manage the grant scope.   

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

Revision of 2017 Standards and Guidelines for Service for the Library of Congress Network of Libraries serving the 
Blind and Physical Handicap 

ODLOS and LSSPS (Library Services to Special Populations) are updating the standards with NLS under a contract to be 
implemented for the onboarding of a project coordinator to facilitate meetings to update the standards over the next 2 
years. Danielle Miller, IG Leader of LSSPS suggested we use the same project director from the last revision period.  

After the budget and contract is set, all stakeholders will identify a Working Group and Advisory Committee. This work 
plan will differ if more of the work can be done virtually with less travel. User / member / librarian input are essential 
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and members of the 2015-2017 working group indicated that the public hearings scheduled during ALA Midwinter and 
Annual for the different drafting stages are valuable to discuss the changes and receive feedback.  

Ethnic Multicultural Information Exchange Round Table (EMIERT) 

EMIERT is in the process of creating a new Award under the Jewish Information Committee. Once approved by the 
donor, a donation will be mad post-mortem and will celebrate and support projects created by Jewish Librarians in ALA. 
EMIERT is also working to create more programing focused on multicultural work within the library community.  
 
ALA Working Group to Condemn White Supremacy and Fascism  

ODLOS Director has been charged to be the Staff Liaison to support the efforts of this group under the leadership of 

Cindy Hohl and Nichelle Hayes (chairs). Both are being advised by former ALA President Julius Jefferson.   

 

 

OFFICE FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT & RECRUITMENT (HRDR) 

Unit Manager: Lorelle Swader 

Unit Budget: 

• Budget Amount (Overall Revenue/Expense): $0/$165,675    

# of Staff:  2 (1.57 FTE; shared .43 staff with ALA-APA) 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Conference Services – JobLIST Placement & Career Development Center 

- Continuing Education – Emerging Leaders; HRDR Coursework (as an approved provider for APA-CPLA) 

- Contributed Revenue – General Scholarship and named endowments (Hoy, Hornback, Leisner, Drewes, Clift, 

Gaver, Brody); Lois Ann Gregory Wood and Shirley Olofson.  

- Membership – New Members Round Table (NMRT) 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Unit Goal to increase Membership by 5% 

• The New Members Round Table (NMRT) is currently running 6% above their projections for membership as of 

February.   

Increase Revenue by 10% over Expenses 

• Revenue is below budget, but expenses are also below.   

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

Revenue for the JobLIST Placement Center is down due to not having a face-to-face conference for LLX.  This severely 

impairs the unit’s ability to get the majority of its revenue.  The good news is that we did not incur the related expenses 

for setting up the center. 

# of Members (for Divisions):  NMRT (1833) 
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# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter (for all Units): Approximately 5000 

individuals.   

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

We have continued to support activities of various ALA & Council committees, NMRT and leadership development 

programs (Emerging Leaders and ALA Scholarships).   Most activities have focused on providing virtual programming.  

CE Online Courses Offered this quarter: 

• Budget & Finance – January 

• Planning & Management of Library Buildings – February 

• Current Issues – February 

• Serving Divers Communities – March 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

Emerging Leaders Program Spring Sessions 

• Mindfulness in Leadership webinar, March 16, 2022 

• Securing Your Next Job webinar, Feb. 16, 2022 
 

Committee on the Status of Women in Librarianship (COSWL) 

• Ageism and the Library Workplace webinar, March 11, 2022 

• Celebrating March as National Women’s History Month with daily postings on Social Media  
Outlets 
 

NMRT hosted the following webinars: 

• Disability Justice in Libraries – November 18, 2021 

• Climate Change Library Lab: Climate Preparedness in Your Library – March 23, 2022 

ALA-Wide Scholarship Clearinghouse application collection: 

The application closed on March 1, 2022.  Total number of applications received: 565. Totals by category: (General – 

353; Support – 206; Gaver – 157; Century – 10; SAGE – 95; Brody – 197; ALSC – 150; Larew (Core) – 90; GODORT – 40; 

FMRT – 36; Spectrum – 171) 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

Continuing to work with the Committee on Education (COE) to finalize the Core Competencies recommendations for 

Council.  

Upcoming CE Online Courses Offered: 

• Fundraising/Grantsmanship; 3/14/22 - 4/25/22  

• Management of Tech; 4/25/22 - 6/6/22 

• Organization & Personnel Management; 4/25/22 - 6/6/22  

• Library Marketing; 5/16/22 - 6/27/22 

• Serving Diverse Communities; 6/13/22 - 7/25/22 

• Budget & Finance; 6/20/22 - 8/1/22 

• Current Issues; 7/25/22 - 9/5/22 

• Fundraising/Grantsmanship; 8/8/22 - 9/19/22 

 

https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/fundraisinggrantsmanship
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/management-of-technology
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/organization-and-personnel-administration
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/marketing
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/serving-diverse-populations
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/budget-and-finance-core
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/current-issues
https://ala-apa.org/certification/competencies-standards/fundraisinggrantsmanship
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OFFICE FOR INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM 

Unit Manager: Deborah Caldwell-Stone  

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense $45,000 / $404,538 

• Actual revenue and expense: $22,792 / $103,749 

# of Staff:  2.6 FTE (2.0 FTE for OIF, 0.6 FTE for FTRF)  with active searches for two vacant positions  

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Continuing Education  

- Contributed Revenue 

- Membership  

- Publishing 

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

As a general fund unit, the Office for Intellectual Freedom's overall strategy and unit goals are centered on initiatives 

intended to increase the value of membership, promote member engagement, and support ALA's overall mission, as a 

means of providing indirect support for increased dues revenues and contributed revenues. These initiatives have 

included efforts to eliminate costs or redirect resources for investment in products and services that best serve member 

needs.  

As reported earlier, OIF has ended support for "Choose Privacy Week" and worked to reduce costs for the Journal of 

Intellectual Freedom as part of its efforts to meet its unit goals and support the pivot strategy. OIF staff is now engaged 

in evaluating its challenge reporting and challenge support tools and services in order to improve the member 

experience and provide better data to help us identify potential follow-up initiatives to support both individuals and 

institutions utilizing challenge support or consultation services.  

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• The Office for Intellectual Freedom continues to collaborate with librarians, trustees, and members of the 

public to address organized campaigns to ban books in schools and libraries across the United States.  The 

volume of challenges reported to the Office for Intellectual Freedom has not slowed since September 2021. 

• In 2021, the Office for Intellectual Freedom received 729 unique challenge reports asking for the removal or 

restriction of 1597 books. We anticipate that this high volume of challenges will continue in 2022. 

• The provision of support services to members, library workers, and educators continued to take priority for 

OIF staff, advising on policies, strategy, and legal information. The Merritt Humanitarian Fund also aided 

library workers in need as a result of their defense of intellectual freedom. 

• OIF staff also shared messaging  the organized campaigns to ban books addressing the lives and experiences 

of Black and LGBTQIA persons with local and national media outlets, including the New York Times, the 

Washington Post, NPR, NBC, CNN, USA Today, and other media outlets.  

• OIF continues to work in partnership with the Public Policy & Advocacy Office to assist state chapters 

addressing adverse state legislation, advising on substantive legal issues, and assisting with advocacy. 
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• OIF and PPA's State and Local Advocacy Office have partnered to work with ALA's senior management, its 

Rapid Response Team to create and launch a national grassroots campaign to disrupt and defeat censorship 

efforts across the country. The campaign will launch during National Library Week. 

Member Outreach and Engagement (12/01/21 – 02/28/22): 

o OIF received 225 unique challenge reports during this quarter and provided direct support in 169 cases. 

o Notable Challenges: 

 Llano County Public Library (TX) Since November 2021, an advocacy group has sought to remove a 

number of books, children's titles, including It's Perfectly Normal, In the Night Kitchen, I Need a New 

Butt!, Freddie the Farting Snowman, Gender Queer: A Memoir, and Lawn Boy.  The county 

commissioners ordered a three-day shut down of the library to review all children's books and pull 

those deemed "pornographic," ended use of consortium e-books, and appointed a new board to 

assure that children could not access "inappropriate" content. The head librarian at the system's 

Kingsland branch was fired this month after refusing to remove books at the direction of the county 

commissioners.  

 The Wicomico County Public Schools (MD):  summarily removed George M. Johnson's All Boys Aren't 

Blue after a campaign initiated by a conservative advocacy group seeking to remove " propaganda, 

identity politics, and extreme socialism" from local schools.  

 Spanish Fort Public Library (AL): The Spanish Fort City Council, which also serves as the Spanish Fort 

Public Library Board, is considering a challenge to Mr. Watson's Chickens, a children's picture book, 

because the book features characters who are a same-sex couple. 

 Intellectual Freedom News: 2702 primary subscribers reached weekly (12% increase from last quarter) 

 Intellectual Freedom Blog: : 932 subscribers (+26 from previous quarter)  53 posts; total views: 125,825  

o Leading Posts by Page View (October snapshot) 

 2020 Banned & Challenged Books List    32,657 views 

 Auditing the First Amendment at Your Public Library    5,944 views 

 5 Banned Books That Will Help You Learn About the Holocaust    4,044 views  

 The Krause Banned Books List    3,909 views 

 “Happy Birthday, Angie Thomas!” Author of The Hate U Give    2,157 views 

 Memes, Fair Use, and Privacy    2,089 views 

 Social Media 

o Twitter: From December 1 to February 28, tweets from the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom Twitter 

profiles, garnered 93,396 impressions, 2,326 engagements and 448 post links, with 15,592 followers.  

o Facebook: From December 1 to February 28, OIF's Facebook pages attracted 22, 688 impressions and 149, 

619 likes, a decline due to holiday observances and decreasing engagement with September's Banned Books 

Week materials.  

Additional Advocacy, Education and Outreach:    

• Director Deborah Caldwell-Stone 

o "Managing and Addressing Book Challenges in Your Community: Law, Policy, Advocacy," Freedom to 
Read Foundation, December 9, 2021. 

https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/2020-banned-challenged-books-list/
https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/auditing-the-first-amendment-at-your-public-library/
https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/5-banned-books-that-will-help-you-learn-about-the-holocaust/
https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/the-krause-banned-books-list/
https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/happy-birthday-angie-thomas-author-of-the-hate-u-give/
https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/memes-fair-use-and-privacy/
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o United For Libraries "Learning Live: Building Strong Library Policies, December 14, 2021 
o ALA Connect Live, February 24, 2022 
o MidHudson Library System Annual Banned Books Symposium, March 5, 2022 
o Putnam/Northern Westchester BOCES, School Library Collegial Circle, NY, March 10, 2022 
o Chicago-Kent College of Law, Panel discussion and debate on Critical Race Theory, February 18,2022 
o ALA Connect Live, February 24, 2022 
o Freedom to Read Roundtable (Booklist/TxLA) 2/24/2022ALA Legislative Summit for State Chapters 

and Member Leaders, 10/16/2021 (Sponsored by the Public Policy and Advocacy Office and the 
Office for Intellectual Freedom) 
 

• Assistant Director Kristin Pekoll 

o AASL Town Hall: Book Challenges, 12/08/21  
o "Managing and Addressing Book Challenges in Your Community: Law, Policy, Advocacy," Freedom to 

Read Foundation, 12/09/2021 
o Prepare to Defend Your Comics/Graphic Novels/Manga and Anime,”C2E2 ComicCon, 12/13/2021  
o Illinois Library Association Noon Network 1/31/2022  
o Cayuga Onondaga BOCES 2/10/2022 
o Freedom to Read Roundtable (Booklist/TxLA) 2/24/2022ALA Legislative Summit for State Chapters 

and Member Leaders, 10/16/2021 (Sponsored by the Public Policy and Advocacy Office and the 
Office for Intellectual Freedom)  
 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

o Direct challenge support for 169 library workers, educators, and community members and support for state 

chapters fighting adverse legislation 

o Ongoing advocacy via media and continuing education promoting ALA's support for students' and library 

users' intellectual freedom, its opposition to censorship, and the importance of, and need for, diverse books 

that amplify the voices of historically marginalized groups. 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter  

• Public Library Association Intellectual Freedom Forum 

• Release of Top Ten Most Challenged Books and 2021 Censorship Data 

• Launch of Public Campaign to defeat book censorship in libraries 

 

 

PUBLIC POLICY AND ADVOCACY 

Unit Manager: Kathi Kromer 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted expense: $2,740,214 

• Actual expense: $405,191 as of November 2021   

# of Staff: 14 FTE, Recruiting for 2 vacant positions 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Membership  
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Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

• Public policy events at LibLearnX, including a session on advocacy led by member leaders representing ALA's 

Committee on Library Advocacy, Legislation, Chapter Relations, and United for Libraries, as well as several 

events related to the Libraries Build Business initiative  

• Outreach to divisions/affiliates about advocacy/policy news to promote within their constituencies via their 

digital communications channels 

• Resources for advocates: a web page on the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program, highlighting resources for 

library workers to assess their eligibility for the program, including a webinar series ALA cosponsored with the 

PSLF Coalition; One-pagers on LSTA/IAL funding for all 50 states 

• Let our legacy be justice: White paper on libraries & broadband, “Keeping Communities Connected: Library 

Broadband Service During the COVID-19 Pandemic”   

• Membership conversion:  

o Coordinated with members of the MRS team to provide a list of non-member advocates to create 

membership campaigns at the discretion of the MRS team 

o Provided MRS team members Salesforce training, including on reporting features such as the Advocate 

and Membership Engagement Dashboard, updated to reflect the previous quarter’s engagement and 

conversion rates  

o Created a list of Libraries Build Business participants who are non-members, which MRS used to create a 

membership campaign  

• Increased coordination with ALA offices and divisions:  

o Worked closely with OIF and CMO to launch an anti-book banning campaign, including engaging a 

consulting firm to conduct a poll, create graphics and develop messaging 

o Submitted advocacy-related blog posts, social media, and other content to ALA division communications 

• Policies/legislation promoting equitable library services:  

o ALA, ATALM hail FCC’s unanimous decision to expand E-rate eligibility for Tribal libraries 

o ALA, leading digital inclusion advocates launch Airwaves for Equity coalition 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Library Funding: The $1.5 trillion Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 funding package signed by President Biden brought 

the annual appropriations cycle (on pause since October 1) to a disappointing close. A final budget 

agreement between the administration and House and Senate leadership resulted in funding for many 

library programs (and most domestic programs) significantly below levels originally proposed by Congress 

(see ALA’s FY 2022 federal funding for libraries chart). 

• E-books: Eight states have active legislation or definitive efforts to improve digital book access for libraries. 
Most prominent is Maryland, having enacted legislation and a law that is preliminarily enjoined by the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Maryland. Federal Judge Deborah L. Boardman approved the motion for a 
preliminary injunction on Maryland’s law on February 16. Hence, the Maryland law is now suspended, 
pending further action by the court. The other currently engaged states are Connecticut, Illinois, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, Rhode Island, and Tennessee. In terms of awareness, education, and 
the visibility and reputation, the various state actions have been quite favorable for libraries. PPA is 
developing recommendations and guidance to aid state efforts, especially looking ahead to the 2023 
legislative sessions. 

• Digital equity: PPA has worked with coalition partners to ensure libraries are at the decision-making table 

when it comes to policymakers’ continued efforts to bridge the digital divide: 

https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/01/ala-atalm-hail-fcc-s-unanimous-decision-expand-e-rate-eligibility-tribal#:~:text=WASHINGTON%E2%80%93The%20American%20Library%20Association,service%20School%20and%20Libraries%20Program.
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-airwaves-equity-coalition-launch#:~:text=Washington%2C%20D.C.%E2%80%94Today%2C%20the,support%20digital%20literacy%20and%20inclusion
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/03/disheartened-mixed-fy-2022-budget-outcomes-ala-predicts-hard-fight-fy-2023
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/advleg/pdfs/Funding_Chart_FY2022_Final.pdf
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-upholds-maryland-e-books-law-and-state-s-defense-federal-district-court
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/12/31/business/libraries-demand-new-deal-ebooks/
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/88515-tennessee-missouri-introduce-library-e-book-bills-illinois-bill-advances.html
https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/88515-tennessee-missouri-introduce-library-e-book-bills-illinois-bill-advances.html
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o ALA and ATALM praised the FCC’s unanimous vote to update the definition of “library” to clarify that 

tribal libraries are fully eligible for the federal E-rate program (press release). The decision is the 

result of nearly a decade of advocacy to change the policy. 

o PPA issued a white paper, “Keeping Communities Connected: Library Broadband Service During the 

COVID-19 Pandemic,” focusing on how libraries provided internet and technology access to those 

who would otherwise lacked it. The report useful as a resource for the community practitioner to 

provide ideas for improving library services and for advocates to showcase how libraries leveraged 

federal funds to bolster internet access during a pandemic—whether to advocate for further 

funding or to explain the effective use of federal funds by libraries. 

o ALA, along with eight other of the nation’s leading digital equity organizations, announced the 

launch of Airwaves for Equity, a coalition focused on asking Congress to dedicate the net proceeds 

from future spectrum auctions to support digital literacy and inclusion efforts.  

o ALA consultant Michelle Frisque spoke on a webinar, Next Steps for IIJA Broadband Programs, about 

the many ways libraries advance digital inclusion and how they are valuable partners in government 

efforts to bridge the digital divide through the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. 

• PPA is encouraging library workers with federal student loans to review their eligibility under the U.S. 

Department of Education’s Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. Library workers in all contexts—

school, public, academic and others—with federal student loans may be eligible for the waiver. PPA created 

a web page of resources for library workers, promoted a webinar series ALA sponsored as part of the PSLF 

Coalition and worked with American Libraries to produce an article, Recognition and Relief: Librarians reflect 

on life-changing federal loan forgiveness.  

• Banned books: see separate report on collaboration with OIF and CMO on the uptick in banned books and 

supporting library staff facing threats  

• The Libraries Build Business Playbook was released as the culmination of the nearly two-year project. The 

Playbook documents the cohort’s entrepreneurship programs in communities of all sizes and with a diverse 

range of resources and variety of populations. Designed to be as practical as possible for libraries seeking to 

start up or expand their own small business offerings, the Playbook covers promising practices and ideas 

for developing programs, from initial planning to reaching target audiences and sustaining services in the 

long term.  

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

PPA continues to reach a large amount of internal and external stakeholders, including:   

• ALA members and leaders, reached via email and ALA Connect   

• Scores of posts on PPA (@LibraryPolicy), ALA and ALA division (incl. AASL, ACRL, PLA, UFL, ILL) social media 

accounts and blogs  

• Semi-monthly presentations by Kathi Kromer for ALA Connect Live  

• Participants in PPA programming and committee meetings at LibLearnX (January) and the virtual Fly-In (March) 

• House and Senate members and/or staff from offices on Capitol Hill met with in ALA’s virtual fly-in on March 1-2 

• Library associations of states involved in state e-books legislative campaigns  

• Libraries Build Business Instagram Live on February 7: Playbook release interview with LBB libraries 

• Coalition partners and government relations staff participating in select webinars on digital equity  

• Library trade press and other media via press releases and direct outreach   

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• PPA held a virtual “Fly-In” March 1-2, where advocates participated in meetings with U.S. representatives and 

senators. The participants were selected based on strategic targeting of elected leaders in leadership positions 

https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/01/ala-atalm-hail-fcc-s-unanimous-decision-expand-e-rate-eligibility-tribal#:~:text=WASHINGTON%E2%80%93The%20American%20Library%20Association,service%20School%20and%20Libraries%20Program.
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/sites/ala.org.advocacy/files/content/telecom/broadband/Keeping_Communities_Connected_030722.pdf
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-airwaves-equity-coalition-launch#:~:text=Washington%2C%20D.C.%E2%80%94Today%2C%20the,support%20digital%20literacy%20and%20inclusion
https://www.shlb.org/webinars
https://www.ala.org/news/member-news/2022/01/ala-encourages-library-workers-ascertain-eligibility-and-apply-public-service#:~:text=WASHINGTON%E2%80%93The%20American%20Library%20Association,Loan%20Forgiveness%20(PSLF)%20program.
https://www.ala.org/advocacy/loan-forgiveness
https://pslfcoalition.org/temporary-waiver/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2022/03/15/recognition-and-relief/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2022/03/15/recognition-and-relief/
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-releases-new-libraries-build-business-playbook-encourage-small-business
https://www.instagram.com/p/CZr9KexM0Iu/
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and on key committees impacting library funding. PPA provided a two-hour training for participants, including a 

briefing about appropriations and small group discussions for advocates to engage with each other and share 

best practices.   

• On February 1, the Libraries Build Business Playbook was released as the culmination of the nearly two-year 

project. 

• On February 17, PPA announced the fourth cohort of the ALA Policy Corps. Profiles of the 10-member cohort 

were published in American Libraries: Meet the 2022 ALA Policy Corps 

• On February 23, Dr. Alan Inouye was one of several distinguished guests who spoke at a webinar, Airwaves for 

Equity: Can Spectrum Auctions Fund Digital Literacy & Inclusion?, hosted by New America to announce the 

Airwaves for Equity coalition. Other participants represented the National Digital Inclusion Alliance, Public 

Knowledge, the Center for Rural Strategies, Common Sense Media, and the Schools Health & Libraries 

Broadband (SHLB) Coalition.  

• On February 24, ALA consultant Michelle Frisque spoke on a webinar, Next Steps for IIJA Broadband Programs, 

about the many ways libraries advance digital inclusion and how they are valuable partners in government 

efforts to bridge the digital divide through the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. 

• On March 8, Larra Clarke spoke in a webinar sponsored by the National Skills Coalition, Libraries and Workforce 

Development: Connecting the dots between your patrons and public policy 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• PPA will launch our FY 2023 #FundLibraries campaign with the release of “Dear Appropriator” letters of support 

for LSTA and IAL. Each year PPA staff work with congressional staff to produce and circulate these letters of 

support addressed to members of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. The circulation of the 

“Dear Appropriator” letters marks the first and most influential nationwide advocacy action on the federal 

budget.   

• On March 30, Alan Inouye spoke at the Computers in Libraries 2022 Conference.  

• National Library Week (April 3-9) offers a natural opportunity for a touch point for advocates to connect with 

elected officials to remind them that libraries make a difference and need funding to continue serving their 

communities. The Take Action for Libraries Day web page provides a range of actions advocates can take and 

tools they can use to advocate for federal funding for libraries. The kickoff of ALA’s FY 2023 #FundLibraries 

campaign will be announced on ALA social media channels.  

• In late March/early April PPA will announce a partnership with the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services’ We Can Do This campaign to share trusted information about COVID-19 vaccines with parents and 

families with children.  

• In April, PPA along with OIF and CMO will launch a public campaign to fight book bans.  

• This summer, PPA and ALA publishing will release a new book, Libraries that Build Business, by PPA staff 

member Megan Janicki, who led the program.  

•  

PUBLIC PROGRAMS OFFICE 

Unit Manager: Melanie Welch 

Unit Budget 

• FY22 Budgeted revenue and expense: General Fund Admin: $186,474; Grants: $1,718,950; Overhead: $190,807 

• Actual revenue and expense to date: General Fund Admin: $17,688; Grants: $2,957,881; Overhead: $50,101 

# of Staff: 10 positions (9 funded by grants); 8 currently staffed. One new, three-year term position created and filled to 

support the large LTC grant noted below.  

https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/02/ala-releases-new-libraries-build-business-playbook-encourage-small-business
https://www.ala.org/press-releases/2022/02/ala-announces-2022-policy-corps-members?fbclid=IwAR1qEta_bNWTMVYuGlGjbg7NJjphHToPiX8y81WGLR2db6o_4tVZdBxYP0g
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/blogs/the-scoop/meet-the-2022-ala-policy-corps/
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/events/airwaves-for-equity-can-spectrum-auctions-fund-digital-literacy-inclusion/
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/events/airwaves-for-equity-can-spectrum-auctions-fund-digital-literacy-inclusion/
https://www.shlb.org/webinars
https://nationalskillscoalition.org/event/libraries-and-workforce-development-connecting-the-dots-between-your-patrons-and-public-policy/
https://nationalskillscoalition.org/event/libraries-and-workforce-development-connecting-the-dots-between-your-patrons-and-public-policy/
https://pheedloop.com/CILC22/site/speakers/?event=CILC22&section=124263&id=SPEDMYAEPKM
https://www.ala.org/conferencesevents/take-action-for-libraries-day
https://wecandothis.hhs.gov/
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Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Contributed Revenue   

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

PPO continues to see fundraising success and is proud to say we are meeting and exceeding unit goals. We have six new 

grant proposals currently being considered by funders and three projects described below were recently selected for 

funding. 

We are elated to share that we received a $10 million grant to support a new grantmaking initiative, Libraries 

Transforming Communities: Accessible Small and Rural Communities. Up to 600 grants, totaling $7.5 million, will be 

awarded to help libraries improve accessibility of their facilities, programming, and services. Participating libraries will 

host community conversations to better serve patrons who are disabled or neurodivergent. The project also contributes 

to the growth of ALA membership through underwriting individual ALA and one division memberships for 600 small and 

rural librarians.  

World on the Move: 250,000 Years of Human Migration™ is a traveling exhibition developed and produced by the 
American Anthropological Association (AAA), with the collaboration of the Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural 
Heritage and the American Library Association. PPO is being funded by AAA to tour the exhibition to 15 selected sites 
nationwide.  
 
With funding provided by General Motors, the PPO will develop a new series of its Great Stories Club (GSC), a reading 
and discussion program that targets marginalized teen populations through literature-based library outreach. The new 
theme, Imagining the Future, will feature young adult sci-fi titles by diverse authors. Each GSC series includes a thematic 
essay developed by a literature scholar, a related 3-5 book reading list meant to take readers through exploration of the 
theme, and a set of five in-depth humanities questions for each book.  

 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• The PPO continues to hear from programming librarians and staff about local COVID impacts on in-person 

programming. Due to shifts over the past two years in programming, libraries are still balancing virtual, 

hybrid and in-person offerings. Planning is more short term due to the rapidly shifting needs of the 

community. Take home programming kits and passive programs are time consuming for library staff, who 

are feeling a little “over it.” PPO is adapting quickly to serve the profession’s needs. 

• PPO sees intellectual freedom concerns impacting the selection of program topics and are hearing from 

librarians who are anticipating how community members will react to certain programming themes. Staff 

are prepared to support libraries and work with OIF if challenges to PPO-funded projects arise. 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 

- American Rescue Plan (ARP) project: 200 grants awarded to libraries 
- Recipients of Inclusive Financial Literacy kit: 472 kits distributed to libraries 
- STEAM Equity book club: 100 participants 
- Let’s Talk About It (LTAI): Women’s Suffrage: 25 grants awarded to libraries  

 
Programming Librarian website (unique users per month) 

- December 2021: 20,057 
- January 2022: 24,104 
- February 2022: 24,595 

https://www.ala.org/tools/librariestransform/libraries-transforming-communities/access/rfp
https://www.ala.org/tools/librariestransform/libraries-transforming-communities/access/rfp
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Programming Librarian Facebook group members: 23,830 
 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

ARP: $2 million in humanities funding was awarded nationwide to deliver relief to libraries recovering from the 

coronavirus pandemic. Two hundred libraries each received $10,000, supported by the National Endowment for the 

Humanities. The funds will help libraries create/preserve jobs; support/maintain general operations; create/sustain 

humanities programs; and implement new humanities activities or sustain existing activities. 

Financial Literacy kit: Libraries received free books and resources, including as a copy of “Rainy Day Ready” (ALA 

Editions, 2020), through an effort to distribute diverse and inclusive financial literacy resources for children. PPO and the 

FINRA Foundation collaborated with a team of librarian advisors to develop a book list that eschews stereotypes and 

embraces diversity in telling stories and sharing skills related to personal finance and financial capability for children.  

STEAM Equity Book Club: Public library workers participated in 90-minute sessions once a month in January, February, 

and March of 2022. Each participant received a free copy of "Ask, Listen, Empower” (ALA Editions, 2020), which offers 

practical ideas of how libraries can collaborate with others to address issues for the betterment of the community. 

Three chapters were selected by project advisors to be the focus during the three sessions.  

LTAI is a reading and discussion project that sparks conversations across the United States about the women’s suffrage 

movement. Led by the 25 selected library grantees, adult community members will read a series of books, curated by 

humanities scholars, and discuss the people and events from this important part of U.S. history. 

More than 24,000 people visited PPO’s Programming Librarian website in February, up from about 20,000 in December 

2021. The website provides resources to help libraries fill their role as centers of lifelong learning and cultural and civic 

life in their communities.  

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• PPO hired three new staff members in the past quarter and are finally able to increase capacity and spread out 

the workload to reduce feelings of burnout among staff. 

• PPO awarded $2 million in humanities funding to libraries nationwide, part of a grantmaking program to deliver 

relief to libraries recovering from the coronavirus pandemic. With funding from the National Endowment for the 

Humanities (NEH) through the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, 200 libraries received $10,000 each to anchor 

themselves as strong humanities institutions and vibrant centers of learning, conversation, and connection. The 

libraries, selected through a competitive, peer-reviewed application process, include public libraries, 

academic/college libraries, K-12 libraries, and tribal, special and prison libraries. The recipients represent 45 

states and Puerto Rico. Read more about the grant and view the list of recipients at 

www.ala.org/ARPhumanities. 

• In late fall 2021, PPO was awarded a $10 million dollar grant for Libraries Transforming Communities: Accessible 
Small and Rural Communities which will provide up to 600 grants to small and rural libraries to help increase the 
accessibility of facilities, services, and programs to better serve people with disabilities. $7.5 million will be 
distributed to libraries in the form of cash grants and development of grant support resources. Approximately 
$2.5 million will go towards ALA support of the project in the form of indirect costs, staff time, all staff 
professional development, purchase of ALA resources (e.g., memberships for all grantees, copies of ALA books 
for grantees), and more. 
 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

http://www.alastore.ala.org/content/ask-listen-empower-grounding-your-library-work-community-engagement
http://www.ala.org/ARPhumanities
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/03/libraries-transforming-communities-distribute-more-7-million-grants-support
https://www.ala.org/news/press-releases/2022/03/libraries-transforming-communities-distribute-more-7-million-grants-support
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• The 25 selected sites for Let’s Talk About It: Women’s Suffrage began implementing scholar-led reading and 
discussion programs using theme materials in March 2022. Project reading list and discussion questions are 
freely available for download on ALA’s website. 

• The Libraries Transforming Communities: Accessible Small and Rural Communities call for advisors opened on 
March 1. Applications will be accepted until May 2, 2022. 

• Beginning in mid-March the Great Stories Club: Imagining the Future will kick off. The first part of the project will 

be selecting a project scholar, who will choose 3-5 book titles for the theme, and write a thematic essay and 

engaging discussion questions for each title, to facilitate book discussions with teen readers.  

 

 

PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

(Separate Report Forthcoming) 

 

 

PUBLISHING 

Unit Manager: Mary Mackay 

Name of Unit: ALA Publishing & Media 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense: FY22 Q1 revenue: $2,296,737/ expense $2,224,309 

• Actual revenue and expense: FY22 Q1 revenue $2,179,998/ expense $1,659,735 

# of Staff: 44 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Membership 

- Publishing and Media   

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

The FY22 goals for ALA Publishing & Media as we implement the Pivot Strategy and adjust to signs of the pandemic 
easing focus as always on generating revenue at the lowest cost possible and publishing the content our customers and 
members need and want. At the end of the first quarter, revenues for the department as a whole were 5% below budget 
and expenses were recorded as 25% below budget (likely due to timing of payments). Published content and initiatives 
support the imperative of increasing EDISJ engagement and amplifying “Let Our Legacy Be Justice.” Examples include 
recent publications such as Let’s Talk About Race in Storytimes, Cultural Humility, and A Trauma-Informed Framework 
for Supporting Patrons: The PLA Workbook of Best Practices; the special report “Toward an Equitable Digital Future” in 
the March/April issue of American Libraries, new posters and bookmarks featuring authors Michaela Goade, Cozbi A. 
Cabrera, and Charly Palmer; a Freedom to Read Round Table hosted by Booklist with the Texas Library Association and 
the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom; and an updated two-page summary with an introduction by ODLOS of EDISJ-
related titles in the ALA Editions/ALA Neal-Schuman catalog. 
 
Pivot strategy goals are also reflected in the Publishing Cross-Functional Team include extending markets beyond 

libraries and beyond the US and repackaging and repurposing content to reach and serve targeted audiences both 

within and beyond the library field. Examples of work in these areas include Booklist Reader, the patron-facing monthly 

https://www.ala.org/tools/programming/ltai/suffrage/support
https://www.ala.org/tools/librariestransform/libraries-transforming-communities/access/rfp
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publication (currently digital-only) that offers selected Booklist content highlighting diverse voices and books; new 

versions of reading journals featuring titles recommended by editors from ALA Editions and Booklist, in collaboration 

with trade publisher Sourcebooks; and ongoing work with international translation partners for RDA: Resource 

Description and Access. The creation of the Graphics Giftshop at spreadshirt.com allows the general public to discover 

and purchase our library- and reading-related products more readily. 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• The high number of open jobs has led to continued above-budget results for ALA JobLIST, a joint project 

between American Libraries and ACRL. (More staff time is required for processing increased ads.) 

• The global shortage of paper pulp and strikes in paper mills continue to disrupt the publishing industry with 

long delays in getting paper from suppliers and sudden price jumps and substituted grades of paper. These 

supply-and-demand disruptions are resulting in higher costs and longer-than-usual print times, impacting 

budget and delivery of magazines, books, and catalogs. 

• Booklist signed an agreement with Zinio, a technology company that hosts digital magazine content on 

Overdrive, Scribd, Amazon and other services.  Hosting Booklist, Book Links, and Booklist Reader on the Zinio 

Platform will help to expand reach and build new audiences. Booklist Reader, launched as a digital product 

in September and shared in print as a one-time experiment at the PLA conference, offers opportunities to 

experiment in reaching the reading public with ALA content.  

• There is a clear ongoing need and demand for resources related to EDISJ and to addressing the increase in 

book bans and challenges. Special promotions highlighting intellectual freedom-related books and a 

Freedom to Read Round Table hosted by Booklist are examples of timely responses. 

• Major publishers (critical sources of revenue for advertising and sponsorship for Booklist) have found 

creative ways to build their own digital audiences through the pandemic and are less dependent on ALA 

channels to reach librarians. Face-to-face events are important for offering something they can’t easily 

replace themselves.  

• Bulk and special sales of books remain a priority, especially important in light of the common trend toward 
reduced demand by individuals for professional development books and identifying opportunities to sell 
more copies of each title is vital. The trend for FY22 continues with small group virtual gatherings and 
workshops translating to smaller number of books ordered. Even though a smaller number of books were 
sold, print remained the preferred version to be drop-shipped to individuals. As we move away from 
pandemic restrictions, larger group conferences, workshops, events, and gatherings should return at end of 
FY22 and through FY23 and we will capitalize on previous sales.  

• Units continue to focus on licensing opportunities and new channels for generating incremental revenue 

from digital platforms. 
 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter (for all Units): 

Booklist Q2 FY22 

• 8,556 print subscribers (-8 from Q1) 
• 71 institutional digital subscriptions (+4 from Q1)  
• 304,162 Booklist enewsletter subscriptions combined (+7K from Q1) (top newsletter 95.5K) 
• 5,614 active profiles, Booklist Online (-527 from Q2)  
• 44,300 Twitter followers (+900 from Q2)  
• 16,434 Facebook page follows; 14,888 Facebook page likes  
• YouTube channel subscribers: 441 
• 751 LinkedIn followers (+213 from Q1)   
• Q2 Podcasts: 1,685 listens for 3 podcasts (both Shelf Care and Shelf Care Interview) 
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• Q2 webinars: 17,540 registrants for 14 webinars  
 
ALA Editions/ ALA Neal Schuman Q2 FY22 

• 2,507 orders (-46 from Q1); 11,663 net units purchased (+2,083 from Q1) 
 
ALA Graphics Q2 FY22 

• 60,000 catalogs mailed 

• 1,344 orders (-174 from Q1); 5,630 net units purchased (-394 from Q1) 
 
ALA Store Q2 FY22 

• 161,564 sessions (previously called "visits") -9,904 from Q1 
o Note: Unique sessions stats not available in Google Analytics 

• 367,610 unique pageviews (-10,166 from Q1) 
• Users typically spend about 2 minutes per visit to the store (about the same as Q1) 
• 42.4% of users find the store via organic search; 36.7% of users find the store via direct link; 16.6% of users find 

the store via referrals from other sites (50% from ala.org); 3.1% of users find the store via social media 
 

Digital Reference/RDA Q2 FY22 

• 2,355 Toolkit subscribers (-137 from Q1) 

• 9,862 users (- 515 from Q1) 

• 23,137 newsletter recipients (-2,630 from Q1)  

• 1,527 RDA-L email subscribers (+29 from Q1) 

• 1,483 subscribers to RDA Toolkit YouTube Channel (+85 from Q1) 

 

American Libraries and AL Direct Q2 FY22 

• 46,415 recipients AL print (Jan/Feb) (+205 from Q1) 

• 31,638 average recipients weekly AL Direct (+340 from Q1) 

• 7,855 podcast listens (FY22 cumulative = 14,863) 

• 97,263 Twitter followers (-323 from Q1); 17,644 Facebook page followers (+70 from Q1) 

 Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

The magazines—Booklist and American Libraries—have more measurable direct engagement than products such as 

books, posters etc. One of our clearest measures of member/ non-member activity and engagement would be 

percentage of transactions with member discounts. A high percentage of our sales do not have linked member 

information because they go through distributors (Amazon, Baker & Taylor, EBSCO, etc.) that use proprietary ordering 

systems and don’t share customer data. Some orders are placed by accounting/ administrative departments of 

institutions that may be ordering for members but don’t use member numbers to apply for discounts. Webinar 

attendance for sponsored webinars (Booklist and AL Live) remains strong. One pressing concern related to engagement 

is to ensure that we maximize the number of people buying each book we publish, and that the right audiences are 

receiving pertinent information at the appropriate time to make purchasing decisions.   

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

ALA Editions/ALA Neal-Schuman Q2 

• Published a total of 13 book projects. The cumulative total of books planned for FY22 is 46, plus 12-14 Facet 

titles. 
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• Agreements signed for a Greek translation of Fundamentals of Collection Development and Management, 4e 

and for a Japanese translation of A History of ALA Policy on Intellectual Freedom: A Supplement to the 

Intellectual Freedom Manual, Tenth Edition. Negotiations for several other translations underway.  

• An excerpt from Jeanie Austin’s book Library Services and Incarceration: Recognizing Barriers, Strengthening 

Access appeared in Booklist’s February Corner Shelf column.  

• Interviews with Natalie Taylor Greene and Paul Jaeger about their book Foundations of Information Literacy and 

Jessica Anne Bratt for Let’s Talk About Race in Storytimes were pushed out through email and social media. 

• Narratives of (Dis)Enfranchisement: Reckoning with the History of Libraries and the Black and African American 

Experience and Power Lines: Connecting with Teens in Urban Communities through Media Literacy were included 

on Choice’s 2022 Forthcoming Titles in African American Studies list.  

• Integration with the Chicago Distribution Center is mostly complete. CDC is now receiving Amazon purchase 

orders, resolving a known issue for many publishers. The team continues to work with IT on the shopping cart 

integration. eBook sales and fulfillment in FY23 will be more streamlined as ALA joins CDC’s BiblioVault system. 

We expect to lose less revenue to aggregator fees by taking advantage of CDC’s revenue-sharing agreements.  

Booklist Q2 

• Booklist signed an agreement with Zinio, a technology company that hosts digital magazine content on 

Overdrive, Scribd, Amazon and other services.  Hosting Booklist, Book Links, and Booklist Reader on the Zinio 

platform will help to expand reach and build new audiences. 

• Booklist hosted a Freedom to Read Round Table with the Texas Library Association and the ALA Office for 

Intellectual Freedom, sponsored by Macmillan, including a teacher, librarian, parent, legislator, author, and two 

students, and using the recent book bannings in Texas and the response from teachers, librarians, and the 

community at large as an example of a way forward in protecting the first amendment nationwide. More than 

3,000 registered for the event. 

• A print version of Booklist Reader was mailed with the February/March issue of Public Libraries before the PLA 

Conference. Booklist editor Donna Seaman led the legendary Book Buzz session at PLA. 

 

Digital Reference/RDA Q2 

• Subscriptions and users dropped slightly but this reflects the normal annual fluctuations. Revenues continue to 
be within 1% of projected goals. 

• The migration of RDA websites to new servers was completed in Q2. The new servers caused a change to login 
practices, and the new login information was disseminated to users through blog posts, newsletters, video 
demos, and direct communication with individual users. 

• Free monthly webinars this quarter included presentations in French and Spanish languages, and a panel 
discussion of policy statements that drew a large and audience with lots of questions. 

• A detailed examination of RDA and RDA Fund accounting practices continued into Q2 in hopes of identifying a 
more accurate and efficient process for revenue collection and tracking. 
 

American Libraries Q2 

• Classified ad revenue for JobLIST, a partnership with ACRL, brought in a little more than $110K/unit in sales in 

Q2. Total receipts for the first half of FY22 were $443,999—38% greater than budgeted and 143% greater than 

last year—aligning first-half fiscal year revenue with previous pace-setting years of FY18 and FY19. 

• Published a LibLearnX Preview for the inaugural conference in the Jan/Feb 2022 issue, as well as LLX coverage 

online in the Daily Scoop e-newsletters. 

• Posted an 11 Questions with ALA’s new CFO, Dina Tsourdinis.  

• Worked with PPAO to promote the newest Policy Corps cohort.  

• Collaborated with CMO to post an online interview with Jeopardy! librarian Rhone Talsma. 

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2022/01/03/introducing-liblearnx/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/tag/liblearnx/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/dailyscoop/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/blogs/the-scoop/11-questions-dina-tsourdinis/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/blogs/the-scoop/meet-the-2022-ala-policy-corps/
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2022/02/01/newsmaker-rhone-talsma/
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ALA Graphics Q2 

• The Winter 2021-2022 catalog mailed featuring new posters and bookmarks of the following: 
o We are Water Protectors (Michaela Goade, Caldecott) 
o Me and Mama (Cozbi A. Cabrera, Caldecott honor and CSK honor) 
o Read Tall Tales (Charly Palmer; this provided a good tie-in with his appearance as a speaker at LibLearnX 

in January) 

• Developed the theme for National Library Week 2022 with CMO, and created a related poster, bookmark, 
customizable digital poster and mini poster for sale in the ALA Graphics catalog, plus themed items on the 
Spreadshirt giftshop. 

• In partnership with PLA, designed and launched 17 new designs across 99 products in the Spreadshirt giftshop. 

• Licensed Baby Yoda READ® library card art to 4 additional libraries  

• Launched a Fabio t-shirt with licensing partner Out of Print. 
 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• ALA Editions/ Neal-Schuman: Books published in Q3 will include A Trauma-Informed Framework for Supporting 

Patrons, compiled by the PLA Social Worker Task Force and released at PLA 2022; Libraries That Build Business: 

Advancing Small Business and Entrepreneurship in Public Libraries, edited by Megan Janicki with ALA’s Public 

Policy and Advocacy Office; and three new editions of best-sellers, Metadata for Digital Collections (2e), The 

Weeding Handbook (2e), and Young Adult Literature (4e). The Spring/Summer 2022 catalog mailed in early 

March and includes a two-page spread of EDISJ offerings. A Spring Sale of selected backlist titles in April is 

planned to generate some additional immediate revenue, and titles that were published as the pandemic hit in 

2020 will be highlighted in case they were overlooked due to timing. Combined elearning/book bundle 

opportunities with the new CE unit and additional RDA-related book possibilities with Digital Reference are 

under investigation. 

• Booklist continues to investigate digital options for greater reach and incremental revenue. 

• The ALA Graphics Spring/Summer catalog will mail April 1 and will include new products for Banned Books Week 
and Library Card Sign-Up Month, for which we secured Cara Mentzel and Idina Menzel as honorary co-chairs. 

• All units are planning their return to in-person store and events at Annual Conference. To cut expenses, ALA 
Editions/ALA Neal-Schuman and ALA Graphics will have a more modest store on the exhibit floor and will bring 
less stock, offering incentives for attendees to place orders onsite and have items shipped. 

• With the server migration complete for RDA, focus on translations and expanding into new regional markets is 
picking up again, including a translation into Arabic. In Q3, Digital Reference will continue to develop new 
orientation events to promote the post-3R RDA Toolkit, including free webinars and collaborations with the CE 
unit on revenue-generating ecourses and ALA Editions/ALA Neal-Schuman on RDA-related books.  

• In the March/April issue, American Libraries has a cover story on digital equity, a key focus area of ALA President 
Patty Wong’s “Libraries Connect” presidential initiative. In April, Call Number with American Libraries will 
resume airing original episodes after completing a search for a new host. In Q4, AL will celebrate 100 years of 
the Newbery Medal in its June issue. The team will also run its Annual Conference Preview in June, air a podcast 
episode focused on Washington, D.C., and resume in-person coverage of the event on both The Scoop blog and 
in the Daily Scoop conference e-newsletter. 

• In concert with cross-functional team activities, we will continue to review KPIs that reflect the Pivot Strategy 
priorities—revenue and membership. 

 

For additional context, the chart below shows the amounts and percentage of revenue generated by each unit in ALA 

Publishing and Media in FY21. These numbers are compared with previous years to see fluctuations and help determine 

focus and resources. 

https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/2022-national-library-week-poster
https://alagraphics-gift-shop.myspreadshop.com/
https://outofprint.com/products/fabio-read-unisex-ringer-t-shirt
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REFERENCE AND USER SERVICES ASSOCIATION  

Unit Manager: Bill Ladewski 

Unit Budget:  

• Budgeted revenue and expense: Revenue $314,250 / Expense $308,475 

• Actual revenue and expense: 1Q FY22 – Revenue $80,558 / Expense ($7,380)  

# of Staff:  2.3 (Staff divides time between RUSA, YALSA and ODLOS) 

Revenue Stream(s) the Unit Supports:  

- Continuing Education  

- Membership  

Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goals: 

Goal 1 - Increase RUSA Membership by 1% per year by rebranding RUSA to increase the visibility of its work, targeted 

outreach to non-members, focused recruitment and retention measures, ongoing member engagement efforts, and 

student membership campaign in FY22. 

With the most recent membership numbers provided through November, RUSA had 2,579 members.  This 

represented a slight decrease from the 2589 membership total reported in October.  In November RUSA Section 

membership increased in 4 of its 6 Sections.  The RUSA membership and retention task force is currently 

investigated the motivations and reasoning behind members joining or not joining RUSA.  The task force recently 

presented its work to date at the Mach RUSA Virtual Forum.   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-EbnipR2aK0XaD6Txaagp2gU8EMXlq4/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hYQ75mPHg6XJjzZfEsykotXjFVp9Z67t/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=106125914539414991839&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Goal 2 - Increase RUSA Continuing Education revenue by 2% per year by creating the RUSA essentials bundle, increased 

CE programming and program collaboration and pursuing partnership and sponsorship contributions to CE events in 

FY22. 

RUSA has started to promote its ‘Essentials Bundle’.  These are courses RUSA offers on a continuing basis that 

are essential to reference librarianship and attract some of the largest attendance figures in RUSA’s CE portfolio.  

Through February, RUSA’s completed CE programs have consisted of 8 e-courses and 5 webinars, with total 

combined attendance of approximately 400 participants.  Financially for the 1Q, RUSA’s CE revenue totaled 

$38,670 against a budget of $25,200 which represented a 53% positive variance to budget.     

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

• Potential new revenue stream – RUSA Virtual Forum:  Planning for the March 8 & 10th RUSA Virtual Forum 

continued during 2Q.  Positive momentum leading into the Virtual Forum will set it up for likely success for 

RUSA both financially and how it is being positively received by RUSA membership.  It is our hope that with a 

successful launch of the RUSA Virtual Forum, that future annual or bi-annual programs will begin to appeal 

to potential sponsors.  It is also hoped that the Virtual Forum will have the potential to bring in new RUSA 

members through strategic program pricing. 

• Awards:  RUSA awarded it’s Book & Media Awards and the Carnegie Award during a live virtual presentation 
in January.  RUSA co-sponsors the annual Carnegie Award with Booklist.  For the Carnegie Award, “The 
Thousand Crimes of Ming Tsu” by Tom Lin, published by Little, Brown and Company, a division of Hachette Book 
Group was chosen as the winner of the 2022 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction, while “A 
Little Devil in America: Notes in Praise of Black Performance” by Hanif Abdurraqib, published by Random House, a 
division of Penguin Random House, LLC, won the 2022 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction. 
RUSA also closed its nomination period for its slate of Achievement Awards in February, of which there are a 
total of 23 awards. 

 

• RUSA staffing: RUSA is adjusting to its current staffing level of 2.3 FTE’s.  Last year RUSA’s staffing level was 

2.8 FTE’s.  The year prior it was 3.1 FTE’s.  With this reduction in RUSA’s staffing level, we are monitoring the 

limits of what is the realistic workload capacity.  Stressing RUSA’s staffing level during 2Q was the support 

that was necessary to fulfill our award programs.  As we plan to move forward with our 2.3 FTE staffing 

model for this year, and not add staff, we are looking at ways to alleviate the staff contribution needed to 

support our awards, which pulls RUSA staff away from supporting our revenue items such as education and 

membership.  Currently RUSA’s Award Coordinating Committee is working to streamline the administering 

of the awards so that more responsibility is handled by award committees rather than by staff.  We will 

continue to monitor award support staff capacity throughout the year. 

 

• Targeted Vendor outreach:  Early-stage discussions have begun on a strategy of Vendor outreach to pursue 

grants and sponsorships for RUSA.  This effort to approach vendors who may benefit with aligning with 

RUSA will hopefully evolve into a new reliable revenue stream.  RUSA currently has not been active in 

vendor outreach.  Putting focus in this area it is hoped that some new vendor partnerships can be 

established.   

# of Members: 2,579 as of November 2021 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter (for all Units): Approximately 40,000 through 

association wide promotion of the opening for submissions of our 2022 RUSA Achievement Awards. 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WZsvgAFR9BxtlTJD_OK6CZ5WVZvdmGde/view?usp=sharing
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RUSA has continued to maintain a full CE calendar.  With the recent launch of the new ALA Learning Management 

System (LMS) we are excited with how this platform will help support and expand RUSA’s programming reach going 

forward.  RUSA’s membership, with November reporting numbers, has shown a recent month over month growth in 

membership.     

• RUSA Continuing Education: Through the 2Q of FY22, RUSA CE has presented 8 courses and 5 webinars totaling 

approximately 400 participants.  Additional confirmed upcoming CE programing consist of 3 e-courses and 3 

webinars.  As of November, financial figures, RUSA CE is ahead of its budget expectations by 53%.  

 

• RUSA Virtual Forum: Continuing the theme of education, RUSA’s Virtual Forum in March will likely deliver a total 

attendance of over 100.  As this is the first time holding this program with no prior history to build or promote 

off of, these attendance figures are very encouraging for RUSA.   

 

• Definition of Reference update: The work of updating the Definition of Reference recently concluded.  It had last 

been updated in 2008.  RUSA examined the current definition of reference, how it compares to the current 

practice of reference, and what would be needed for a reaffirmation or redefinition of reference.  Question 

raised and addressed in this examination included the extent to which our current definition was relevant to a 

library, what role might the definition of reference play in how we talk about reference, and how might the 

definition contribute to RUSA’s aim to “advance the evolution of the profession and better serve users in a 

continuously changing information society”. The RUSA Professional Resources Committee led the yearlong effort 

to create this update which was just recently approved by the RUSA Board. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

• RUSA Book & Media Awards: The 2022 RUSA Book & Media Awards were announced at a virtual program in 

January.  RUSA is home to many book and media awards and Best of Lists for adults. Now in the national 

spotlight with other prestigious literary awards, the Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and 

Nonfiction are announced at the RUSA’s Book and Media Awards ceremony. The year’s best in fiction, 

nonfiction, poetry, audiobook narration, reference materials and more, are hand-picked by selection 

committees that work closely with adult readers. Their efforts narrow down hundreds of finalists to curate the 

highly regarded “Best of” lists used by librarians, publishers, and booksellers nationwide. 

• First version submission of FY23 Budget.  RUSA was able to submit a balanced FY23 budget in the first version 
that was submitted to the ALA.  The FY23 budget showed a decreased in expense from FY22 of approximately 
$3000.  Revenue for the FY23 budget was decreased by approximately $8000 from what was budgeted in FY22.  
This decrease in revenue for FY23 takes into account a more accurate assumption of projected membership 
dues.  The FY23 budget marks continued progress for RUSA in its efforts to pivot to a financially sustainable 
Division.  The FY23 budget will mark the second consecutive year RUSA will have a non-deficit budget after 
carrying deficit budget for the prior 10 years. 

• RUSA 2022 Achievement Awards: The nominating period for the RUSA Achievement Awards closed in February 
and winners will be announced soon.  The Reference and User Services Association represents librarians and 
library staff in the fields of reference, specialized reference, collection development, readers’ advisory and 
resource sharing. RUSA is the foremost organization of reference and information professionals who make the 
connections between people and the information sources, services, and collection materials they need.  RUSA’s 
Achievement Awards Program honors the best in reference librarianship and its many specialties. These awards 
recognize and honor the outstanding professional contributions and achievements of RUSA members. This 
special recognition by RUSA enhances the sense of personal growth and accomplishment of our members, 
provides our membership with role models, and strengthens the image of our membership in the eyes of 
employers, leadership, and the librarianship community. 

https://www.ala.org/rusa/development/onlinece
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16Jt0nXD2YQ46gMIrH0jwODYMUkldSwt9/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=106125914539414991839&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.ala.org/rusa/achievement-awards
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Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• RUSA Virtual Forum: As stated in earlier items of this report, RUSA will hold its first stand alone “Virtual Forum” 
on March 8 & 10.  The Forum Theme is: Reference and User Services Re-engaged What have we learned? What 
ideas will we keep? How can we prepare for future disruptions? Which patrons did we serve well and where can 
we improve to serve all patrons?  The purpose of the Virtual Forum is to showcase the work of our sections 
and interest groups.  ALA Executive Director Tracie Hall will lead a moderated Q&A with ALA leaders to discuss 
the role of EDI in their organizations. We will hear directly from Julius Jefferson Jr., Immediate Past President, 
American Library Association and Patty Wong, President, American Library Association as they share their 
perspectives of EDI and how it applies to reference and user services. This virtual event is for all types of library 
workers in reference, user services, adult readers advisory and collection development as well as resource 
sharing, genealogy and archives, business reference and reference technology.  

• RUSA Achievement Awards:  Winners will be announced in March and will be listed on the RUSA website and 

promoted through our social media channels.  Acknowledgment of Achievement Award winners will occur at 

various programs at the ALA Annual Conference. 

 

 

UNITED FOR LIBRARIES 

Unit Manager: Beth Nawalinski 

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue and expense: $383,100/$374,432    

# of Staff: 2.8 FTE (.8 currently open) 

 Status Report on Pivot Strategy, Aligned Unit Goal 

Goal 1: Reconfigure "group members" to align with ALA membership structure; create clear delineation between 

membership and state library purchase of training and implement communication and marketing plan in FY22.  

United is making the bold move to fast-track conversion of current self-join groups to personal ALA/United membership.  

• With support from our Executive Committee and Finance Committee, the proposal will be presented to 

the United board in early May. If approved, the self-join option will immediately cease. 

• Current groups will have one (1) opportunity to renew as group. Incentives (from MRS/United) will be 

offered to convert in first year. 

• New partnership with BoardSource will provide United personal members with access to BoardSource 

members only resources, a significant value proposition for member retention and growth. 

• Monthly Learning Live webinars will continue to be free for United personal members. Groups 

converting will receive special discounted pricing on purchase of multiple seats for their board 

members.  

Goal 2: Host second annual virtual event with revenue goal of $10,000. 

Completed in fourth quarter of FY21 with more than $26,000 in revenue. The 2022 virtual event is scheduled for 

August 9-11, 2022. 

Goal 3: Increase registration and revenue for United for Libraries training/eLearning. 

https://www.ala.org/rusa/achievement-awards
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United transitioned statewide access for MI, MT, NJ, OR, and SC from Teachable to the new eLearning site, 

which included live training sessions for each state, training for state coordinators, and assisting users with 

creating accounts and accessing. The remaining states (AL, NJ, SD, and TX) are in process of being moved to the 

new eLearning site. Statewide access for WI is in the final procurement stages by the state library.  

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter: 

 

Trends – Library Directors & Board Members 

Library Directors 

• Librarians typically do not receive training on working with boards as part of their MLS program. 

• Significant % of small/rural library directors do not have an MLS. 

• Library staff on director career path benefit from training. 

• Working effectively with boards of all types (Trustees, Friends, and Foundations). 

Library Board Members/Trustees 

• Appointed board members typically do not have board experience. 

• Understanding roles. 

• Governance vs. Management 

• Board speaks as one voice. 

• Personal vs. library values. 

• Intellectual freedom, policies, and challenges. 

• State libraries have requirement to train Trustees/board members. 

 

Trends – Friends Groups and Foundations 

Friends of the Library Groups 

• Aging out of board members/volunteers. 

• Lack of diversity (in all areas) on most boards. 

• Change in volunteer needs/wants. 

• Negative pandemic impact on book sales. 

• Move groups from small-scale fundraising to larger-scale “friend-raising” and advocacy. 

Library Foundations 

• More libraries starting Foundations. 

• Building/growing without paid staff. 

• To merge or not to merge. 

• Competition with Friends. 

• Role in advocacy. 

• Positive pandemic impact on donations and fundraising. 

 

Intellectual Freedom 
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Boards of Trustees around the country are facing increasing challenges to library materials, resources, and programs. 

Additionally, board dynamics have been influenced and disrupted by the appointment of Trustees with personal views 

and agendas in direct opposition to library values. 

The task force, with support from United staff, created the following resources in the second quarter: 

• Survey: Resources & Tools for Library Boards and Library Trustees Related to Challenges (839 responses) 

• Trustee Resources for Program & Material Challenges (webpage) 

• Terms and Definitions Related to Intellectual Freedom & Censorship (Tip Sheet) 

• Materials Challenges - Key Library Policies to Review and Revise (Tip Sheet) 

• Challenges to Materials and Programs: The Role of Library Trustees & Board Members (Tip Sheet) 

• Keeping Governance on Track FREE Webinar Series for Library Boards (Register) 

 

Building & Sustaining Diverse Boards & Membership 

This year we have four ALA Emerging Leaders working on a project for United for Libraries to help provide information 

and resources that will support Library Directors, Boards, Foundations, and Friends Groups in building and sustaining 

diverse boards & memberships. A survey is under development to help gather stories and highlight examples of progress 

in this area. They will be reviewing the responses to recruit for participation in focus groups and/or one-on-one 

interviews.  

United’s first Emerging Leader team focused on age diversity in boards, which led to the publication of All Ages 

Welcome: Recruiting and Retaining Younger Generations for Library Boards, Friends Groups, and Foundations, available 

from the ALA Store. 

 

Continuing Education/Publishing 

The following projects are currently in planning stage or underway: 

• Trustee Handbook w/ALA Editions 

• Friends/Foundation Action Planner w/ALA Editions 

• Friends/Foundation Action Planner PLUS+ (eLearning) 

• Emerging Leaders Team Project (webinars) 

• Board Retreats for Trustee, Friends, and Foundation boards 

• 2-part webinar series on library policies targeted at library Trustees/boards and library directors/staff 

• 2-part webinar series on board development and succession planning for all board types 

 

Expanding Awareness and Increasing Engagement with Statewide Partners 

• Continued transition from Teachable to eLearning site. 

• Simplified registration and access. 

• Physical mailing to all libraries in partner states. 

• Fresh marketing and publicity materials/graphics to help state libraries promote availability of resources and 

training to their libraries and boards 

• Expansion of data available to state libraries to demonstrate engagement, participation, and value of statewide 

access. 

# of Members: 4,153 

https://www.ala.org/united/advocacy/challenges
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/if_censorship_terms_definitions_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/materials_challenges_key_library_policies_to_review_and_revise_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/challenges_to_materials_and_programs_the_role_of_library_trustees_and_board_members_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://elearning.ala.org/course/view.php?id=436
https://www.ala.org/educationcareers/leadership/emergingleaders
https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/all-ages-welcome-recruiting-and-retaining-younger-generations-library-boards-friends-groups
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• Personal Members – 1,026 

• Organizational Members – 146 

• Statewide Group Membership – 2,477 (groups or libraries depending on state) 

• Self-Join Groups - 504 

# of Members/non-members/other stakeholders reached during quarter: 20,000+ 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

Monthly Learning Live webinars continue to bring in new members. Monthly attendance has increased, and the on-

demand recordings are accessed regularly through the eLearning site. 

United officially launched its blog and monthly e-newsletter in the second quarter. The most recent issue can be read 

online here. With the departure of our 0.8 FTE staff member in early January 2022, we connected with ALA Production 

Services to assist with the design and production of the blog and e-newsletter. The e-newsletter is free, however, some 

of the resources linked are restricted to members only.  

Through our statewide training partnerships, United connects with libraries in the following states: AK, AL, IL, MA, MD, 

MI, MT, ND, NE, NH, NJ, NV, OR, SC, SD, TX, and VA. This includes all library directors/staff, Trustees/board members, 

Friends Groups, and Foundations in those states associated with 5,697 outlets as defined in the 2019 PLDS. United 

connects with these individuals through our eNewsletter (17,000+ individuals), social media, our new blog, the United 

website, and listservs hosted by each of our statewide partners. 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

Some activities below were already mentioned in previous sections. The second quarter included significant work and 

focus in the areas of intellectual freedom, membership structure, evaluation of awards, development of new, and 

expansion of well-performing, revenue sources, sunsetting of legacy programs, and continued work to evaluate and 

develop member resources.  

Books for Babies 

The Books for Babies program is a legacy revenue program from Friends of Libraries U.S.A. Sales of pre-packaged kits for 

parents of newborns began to fall prior to the pandemic and plummeted immediately in the spring of 2020. Our 

assembly partner, Baker Industries, closed for a period and has not yet reopened to full capacity. The assembly and 

shipping of kits was taken on by staff. Due to low sales and staff time needed, the decision was made to sunset the 

program. Final orders are being filled and past customers referred to purchase our pre-printed brochures and/or rack 

cards, or the digital press files from the ALA Store, available in both English and Spanish. 
 

Literary LandmarksTM 

Another legacy program from Friends of Libraries U.S.A., United staff is working closely with the Library of Congress 

Center for the Book as a potential new home for the Literary LandmarksTM program. While many landmarks are 

sponsored by Friends of the Library groups, the program does not align with United’s mission and is a better fit for the 

Center for the Book program within the Library of Congress. 

Awards & Honors 

The United Awards & Honors Committee evaluated all current grants and awards recommending changes to the board 

for approval. The following changes have been implemented: 

• Conference grants increased from $750 to $1,000. 

• Award sponsorship requires minimum $5,000 annual corporate donation to United for Libraries. 

http://united.ala.org/
https://www.ala.org/united/enewsletter
https://americanlibraryassociation.informz.net/informzdataservice/onlineversion/ind/bWFpbGluZ2luc3RhbmNlaWQ9MTA0ODc1MDQmc3Vic2NyaWJlcmlkPTExMjAxNzI4NTY=
https://www.ala.org/united/products_services/booksforbabies
https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/books-babies-pamphlet-english
https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/books-babies-rack-card-english
https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/books-babies-rack-card-english
https://www.alastore.ala.org/content/books-babies-pamphlet-file-english
https://www.ala.org/united/products_services/literarylandmarks
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• Award sponsorship requires three-year commitment for both the award and the minimum sponsorship level. 

Additional Highlights 

• Self-join group conversion plan developed and presented to United Executive Committee and Finance 

Committee for approval; plan to be presented to United board in early May. 

• United for Libraries Learning Live (monthly members only webinars): 

o December 14, 2021: Library Boards, Intellectual Freedom, and Challenges 

o January 11, 2022: Friends and Foundations Working Effectively with the Library 

o February 8, 2022: Cybersecurity: What Your Friends, Foundation, and Library Need to Know 

• AK, MI, MT, NJ, OR, and SC statewide access launched on eLearning site with live welcome/training webinars 

hosted for each state. 

• Learning Live moved to eLearning site. 

• Blog and e-Newsletter launched. 

• Released three (3) in-depth resources for library boards related to intellectual freedom: 

o Terms and Definitions Related to Intellectual Freedom & Censorship (Tip Sheet) 

o Materials Challenges - Key Library Policies to Review and Revise (Tip Sheet) 

o Challenges to Materials and Programs: The Role of Library Trustees & Board Members (Tip Sheet) 

• Conducted survey of library directors/staff and boards/Trustees related to program and material challenges. 

• Governance webinar planned and scheduled. 

• First Amendment Audit webinar planned and scheduled. 

• Project manager engaged to coordinate a pre-conference for ALA Annual targeted at library Trustees, Friends 

Groups, and Foundations on advocacy, public awareness, and answering tough questions. The pre-conference 

and related expenses are supported by a bequest from the late Jack Neal. 

• Work continues on the revamp of United’s popular training series, Short Takes for Trustees 

• Work continues on a new advocacy training series, Making the Case for Your Library: Creating Board and 

Community Champions 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

United for Libraries Learning Live (monthly members only webinars): 

• April 12, 2022: New Intellectual Freedom Campaign (partnering with PPA/OIF on new campaign) 

• May 10, 2022: Libraries Build Business: Support from Boards, Friends, and Foundations (partnering with PPA) 

• March 8, 2022: Friends of the Library & Book Sales: Branch Sales, Online Stores, and More 

Keeping Governance on Track FREE Webinar Series for Boards 

• March 29: Part 1: How to Be Prepared & Handle Problems 

• March 31: Part 2: The Mock Board Meeting 

• Featuring professional parliamentarian Nancy Sylvester 

• Supported by a bequest from the late Jack Neal 

• Register here 

First Amendment Audits: What Your Library Board and Staff Need to Know 

• Webinar to be presented by United for Libraries and the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom 

• Wednesday, May 11, 2022 

• Cost: $79.00 (non-members); $71.10 (ALA members); $51.35 (United members) 

https://www.ala.org/united/training/learning-live
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/if_censorship_terms_definitions_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/materials_challenges_key_library_policies_to_review_and_revise_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://www.ala.org/united/sites/ala.org.united/files/content/IF/challenges_to_materials_and_programs_the_role_of_library_trustees_and_board_members_united_for_libraries.pdf
https://www.nancysylvester.com/
https://elearning.ala.org/local/catalog/view/product.php?productid=325
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• FREE for Intellectual Freedom Roundtable (IFRT) members (value for current IFRT members, incentive to grow 

IFRT membership) 

• FREE for United statewide partners in MD, MA, MI, MT, NE, NH, ND, OR, SC, SD, TX, VA (value for current 

statewide partners and incentive to bring on new statewide partners) 

Membership 

• United board will vote on sunset of self-join groups in early May. If approved, self-join option will cease 

immediately, and conversion will be implemented with self-join groups receiving their first renewal notice in 

June. 

• Access to BoardSource members only materials will begin for United for Libraries personal members 

 

 

YOUNG ADULT LIBRARY SERVICES ASSOCIATION 

Unit Manager: LaMoya N. Burks  

Unit Budget: 

• Budgeted revenue: $581,927      

# of Staff:  2 full time staff members and 1 one contractor 

Describe the major issues, trends, opportunities, or concerns that your unit has or is responding to at the closing of 

this fiscal quarter 

Planning and meetings are occurring consistently to address statistics and membership needs and trends to achieve 
continuous improvement. YALSA Staff and Board of Directors are working collectively to use the pivot strategy to drive 
implementation of membership, continuing education, and conference goals. 
  
Cross divisional and departmental meetings have helped to address ongoing challenges. YALSA is using insights gained to 
build membership development and stabilization strategies, renew its brand, and to develop its learning communities. 
During this period of flux there is an opportunity to consider adding a communication specialist to lead direct 
communications with members and stakeholders through email, website development and curation, and social media. 
  
YALSA is presently working to review, introduce, and implement best practices for Bylaws, Roberts Rules of Order, 
policies and procedures staff duties and responsibilities as well as working closely with IT leadership, Finance team, 
Grants/Endowment team, and Human Resources leadership to tightly align with ethics and risk management for success 
as a division within ALA. 
 
# of Members (for Divisions): 3,498 members 

Narrative Description Members/non-members/other stakeholder engagement: 

The latest Statistics Monthly Report was November 2021 - YALSA Total number membership November 2021 

2021                   2020                    Percent of Change 

3,498                   3,681                   -4.97% 

Are there any workshops, seminars, meetings etic that we can indicate the number of members that were in 

attendance? 
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Webinars: 

• 12/9 - Modern Arab Literature and the Western Audience – attendees 9 

• 11/11 - A Sleuth at Work: How seeking answers and unearthing details of an old family story helped me face my 
own adversities – attendees 3 

• 10/14 - Connecting Teens with Technology at the Library – attendees 20 

• 9/9 - Top Marketing Trends for Libraries – attendance – attendees 17 

• 8/12 -Write On Teens! Hosting a Teen Writing Contest at Your Library - attendees 27 

• 7/8 - Making the Most of Your Membership: Educational Activities – attendees 5 

• 6/10- Spring Showcase - Champions of Change – attendees 17 

• 5/13 - Serving on a YALSA Selection List Committee – attendees 54 
• 4/8 - Teen Mental Health: In their Own Words – attendees 72 

• 3/11- Gather Your Peeps - YALSA Interest Groups – attendees 40 

• 2/11 - Curating Comics Collections with YALSA’s Great Graphic Novels for Teens- attendees 115 

• 1/14 - Teen LGBTQ+ Programming and Engagement- attendees 164 
 

YALSA Snack & Chat: 

• 9/30 - Snack & Chat - YALSA's New Strategic Plan and Mission – attendees 24 

• March 9th - YALSA Snack & Chat – Rebuilding Teen Social Capital During a Pandemic – 97 registrants  

• March 10th - Rebuilding Teen Social Capital through Programs – 36 registrants  

• 4/22 - The Importance of Seeing "Me" In Within the Doors of the Library -- Teen Summit Chat & Snack – 
attendees 53 

 

Describe the Most Impactful Unit Activities this Quarter: 

- Since October 2021 we have contacted lapsed members(about 15%) regarding status of their membership.  All 
those contacted renewed 

- The ALA Youth Media Awards were presented virtually on Monday, January 24th during LibLearnX. YALSA 

presented awards for Alex Award, Margaret A. Edwards Award, Morris Award, Excellence in Nonfiction 

Award  and Printz Award.  

- YALSA hosted a virtual Morris Award Celebration for the 4 finalists and 1 winner on Tuesday, February 8th. There 

were 53 attendees present. Each awardee gave a 5-minute speech and the Morris Committee Chair asked 

questions at the end.  

- YALSA hosted a virtual Excellence in Nonfiction Award Celebration on Thursday, February 8th for the 4 finalists 

and 1 winner. There were 53 attendees present. Each awardee gave a 5-minute speech and the Excellence in 

Nonfiction Committee Chair asked questions at the end.  

- Hosted the YALSA Candidate's Forum in February with ALA Presidential Candidates. 

- Held joint Executive Board Meeting with AASL and ALSC in January. 

- Hosted  webinars and Snack and Chats (online open conversations) 

- Hosted the Morris Award Presentation and Nonfiction for YAs Award 

- Recorded Youth Media Award winners  

 

Select Future Activities and Events Through End of Next Fiscal Quarter: 

• YALSA is planning a virtual retreat for YALSA Board member 

• YALSA is planning to host ten educational programs at ALA Annual in DC including the Printz Award Celebration  

• New 4-week e-course scheduled for July - A Place to Belong: Supporting Neurodiversity and Mental Health in 
Your Library 


